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Abstract 

This report is the user manua; of vJ;e Teseo od? vhich is p. pie-procersor 
code for MC7 — II calculations 

MC2 — II code / l / . develop rd fit ANL in *'ie seventies, •.-:• -dress 
multigroup cross sections for fast Tea"lor ijialysis.accountin.'i m ft fast ai-d 
accurate way for resonance self shielding, floppier vrraden'r. *•• I ovrrlap 
effects. It eads as input a set of files crntaining .v problem i J»;iend nt 2082-
group cross section library,resonarce parameters, energy and a.* gula neutron 
distribution data etc. 

Teseo code produces this set :f files by using ENDF-F o* .' '<F b:isic 
nuclear data; it is written cotnpletciy in FORTRAN-IV a;»d 1 v: b-^r imple
mented on IBM/370 compatible compat i r . 

Soii'irario 

Questo rapporto costituisce il mai siale del codice Teseo. Questo codice 
elabora dati in modo che possano essere utilizzati da dal codice MC'2 — II. 

Il codice MC2 — li / l / , sviluppate v.ó A NT, irgli anni settanta, produce 
sezioni d'urto a molti gruppi per analisi di reattori veloci, tenendo conto in 
modo veloce ed accurato di autoschermo -li risonanza, aJlargamento Doppler 
ed effetti di sovrapposizione di risonanze. Questo codice legge, come input, 
una serie di 8 files contenenti una libreria -li sezio.ii d'tuto a 2082 &« »ppi in
dipendente dalle specifiche del reattore, dstriburioni energetiche ed angolari 
dei neutroni ecc. 

Il codice Teseo produce questa serie di iil̂ -s a parti; ̂  da dati di base 
ENDF-B o JEF. Questo codice e' scritto interamente : FORTRAF-IV ed e' 
stato messo a punto su calcolatori compatibili col modello IBM &70. 

« 
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Code Abstract 

1. NAME OR DESIGNATION OF THE PROGRAM - TESEO 

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AND OTHER MACHINE 

VERSION PACKAGES AVAILABLE - IBM-370 - IBM-3090 . 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM OR FUNCTION - A simple and versatile tool is 

needed to generate data to be used by MC7 — II code, which computes multigroup 

cross sections for fast reactor analysis. 

4. METHOD OF SOLUTION - Teseo code accepts, as input, basic nuclear data in both 

ENDF-B or JEF format, in BCD or binary form,arranged by material or by file. It 

produces the eight files which constitute the MC2 — II input library. This library 

contains Doppler broadened ultrafine group ( 2082 groups ) cross sections, including 

resonance cross sections for user-chosen materials; resonance parameters; energy 

distribution data for neutrons arising from inelastic scattering and n,2n reactions; 

Legend re polynomial expansion coefficients and other data &s required by MC1 — / / 

calculations. Teseo code permits merging of data from different sources and updating 

of MC--II libraries. 

5. RESTRICTIONS ON THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM - A variable 

dimensioning method is used, so that there are no restrictions on the complexity of 

the problem. 

6. TYPICAL RUNNING TIME - About 15 seconds for each material on an IBM-3090 

computer. 

7. UNUSUAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM - Teseo can be used as an interactive 

code. 

8. RELATED AND AUXILIARY PROGRAMS - TESEO is a part of the code sequence 

C2RV, which includes the codes: TESEO- MC2 - II -GERES-ANISN-MEDIL . This 

code sequence produces nniltigronp cross section libraries for fast reactor design. In 

these libraries the effects of cell heterogeneity are accounted for in a fast and accurate 

way. 
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9. REFERENCES - - M.Galli. - "TESEO , a Code to Process ENDF-B or JEF Data for 

MC2 - II code." - ENEA Report RT/TIB/87/ 

10. MACHINE REQUIREMENTS - Problem dependent; typically 3 megabytes. 

11. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE USED - FORTRAN IV - IBM , also FORTRAN VS 

- IBM can be used. 

12. OPERATING SYSTEM UNDER WHICH PROGRAM IS EXECUTED - MVS-IBM 

System 

13. OTHER PROGRAMMING OR OPERATING INFORMATION OR RESTRICTION 

- The code uses a great number of logical units. 
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M.Galli 
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Introduction 

TESEO code has been developed in the framework of the code sequence 

C2RV / 2 / which has been designed as a fast and accurate tool for generating 

multigroup cross section libraries for fast reactor analysis. These libraries ac

count for reactor cell heterogeneity, Doppler broadening, resonance overlap 

and self shielding in a fast and sufficiently accurate way. The code sequence 

consists of: 

- TESEO , which processes basic nuclear libraries; 

- MC'2 - / / , which generates ultrafine group fluxes (2082 groups) and a 

geometry-independent cross section library; 

- GERES, which utilizes MC2-- II data to compute cross sections for the 

different zones of a reactor cell; 

- ANISN, which utilizes thsse cross section for a one-dimensional cell calcula

tion; 

- MEDIL, which is a multi-purpose tool for cross section collapsing in one or 

two dimensions. 

TESEO creates the input library for the MC2 - / / ct>de. It utilizes, as 

input, basic nuclear data in ENDF-B or JEF format and produces the eight 

binary files which are needed by the MC2 -II code. These library files 

consist of: ultrafine group cross sections ( 2082 groups); tabulated data to be 

used in MC2 - / / calculations; energy distributions for neutrons arising 

from inelastic and n,2n data; fission spectrum data; angular distributions for 

elastic scattering. 

Some sections of the ENDF-B files require only reformatting and reorder

ing in order to be accepted by MC'2 -II , as the secondary energy distri

bution or the Legendre polynomial expansion for elastic scattering; other data 

require considerable processing to be made compatible with the MC2 - II 

structure. Sometimes reordering of data can be very cumberstome, due to the 

intricate structure of MC2 - II input files. 

The resonance data can be given to MC2 - II as resonance parame

ters, or considered as a contribution to the ultrafine group smooth cross sec

tions. In the first case resonance parameters are included by TESEO in the 
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libraries and a detailed resonance cross section computation will be done by 

MC2 - II . This compulation accounts for Doppler broadening, overlap and 

self-shielding effects in a precise manner. In the second case a resonance cross 

section calculation is done by TESEO and resonance cross section contribu

tions are included in the smooth ultrafine group cross sections. In this case 

self shielding and overlap effects are accounted for in an approximate way. 

Doppler broadening is performed by TESEO . 

Doppler broadening can be performed by TESEO for resonance < ross sec

tions as well as for the smooth cross sections read from file 3 of the ENDF-B 

libraries. 

Usually the resonance parameters are given to MC2 - II for heavy ma

terials, for which the overlap, shielding and Doppler effects are stronger, while 

for light materials the resonance cross sections are computed by TESEO . 

Nevertheless for some reactor configurations a detailed resonance cross section 

computation can be useful for some light material also ( for example struc

tural materials). The user of TESEO code can specify the materials for which 

resonance parameters are to be given to MC2 - II code *. 

The library produced by TESEO consists of eight binary files : 

M0C2F1 file, containing general data such as material names and param

eters specifying the structure of the other files. 

MCC2F2 file, containing tabulated values for functions used in MC2 -II 

computations. The data contained in this file depend only on the MC2 - II 

group structure. For this reason this file is not produced by TESEO code, un

less explicitly required by the user. 

MC02F3 file, containing unresolved resonance parameters for materials 

whose resonance cross section computation is to be done by MC2 - II . Sin

gle level Breit-VVigner representation is used for these data. 

* In the following the materials whose resonance cross sections are calculated 

by MC2 - 77 will be named 'heavy materials" the others will be named 

"light materials". 
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MCC2F4 file, containing resolved resonance parameters for those materi

als whose resonance cross sections are to be computed by MC'2 - / / . Sin

gle or inulti level Breit-Wigner or Adler-Adler representation is used for these 

data . Reich-Moore parameters can also be found on J E F libraries, but this 

format is not accepted by MC2 - II . For this reason TESEO converts 

Reich-Moore parameters into Adler-Adler ones by using the POLLA code 

/3/-

MCC2F5 file, containing an ultrafine group (2082 energy groups) cross 

section library. For those materials whose resonance da ta are given in files 

MCC2F3 or MC02F4 , no resonance contributions are added to the cross sec

tions of this file. For the other materials, resolved and unresolved resonance 

cross sections are computed by TESEO and added to the data of this file. 

Resonance cross sections can be Doppler broadened by the V' - X method. 

Tabulated data of ENDF-B file 3 can also be Doppler broadened by using a 

method developed by Cullen and Weisbin/4/ . For unresolved resonance cross 

sections the MC2-II algorithms are u s e d / l / . The v :nutnber of neutrons 

per fission, is also written on this file as coefficients of a third order polyno

mial. 

M C 0 2 F 6 file, containing the secondary energy distribution for inelastic 

scattering and n ,2n reactions. To obtain these data in the form accepted by 

MC' 2 - / / code, da ta of ENDF-B file 5 are used. These data are reordered 

and trasformed. File MOC2F6 contains a great deal of data. To reduce the 

size of this file the da ta are arranged in a very complicated way, thus the writ

ing and reading of this file is rather intricate. 

MC02F7 file, containing fission spectrum data and tabulated values for 

the v. This file is obtained by reordering and averaging ENDF-B or J E F 

data . 

MCC2F8 file, containing Legendre polynomial expansion for elastic scat

tering angular distribution. These data are written in F1NDF-B or J E F li

braries either as Legendre polynomial coefficients or as tabulated data. In 

the first case the data are averaged and interpolated by TESEO to match the 
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energy group structure of the cross section library; in the second, Legendre 

polynomial coefficients are computed by recursive methods, using analytical 

integration of ENDF-B tabulated functions. This file also contains some tab

ulated functions used by MC2 - II for slowing down calculations/These 

functions are obtained by using routines from ETOE / 5 / and MC2 - II 

codes. 

To be made more versatile TESEO code is structured into four parts. 

These parts communicate through a number of scratch files. 

The first part simply reads ENDF-B of JEF files, selects the materials 

chosen by the user and indexes the data to be processed. 

The second part of the code performs most of the computational work, 

processes and reformats the data so that these ciin be accepted by MC2 - II 

The third part writes the MC2 - / / input files. 

The fourth part was added to read a pre-existing MC'2 -II library. This 

library is processed to be accepted, as input, by the third part of the code. In 

such a way the updating of MC'2 -11 libraries is made possible. 

This structure gives a great versatility to the code. Data of different input 

basic data libraries can be merged easily by TESEO ; in the case of changes 

in the input formats only minor changes in the code are needed; for similar 

computations some parts of the code need be run only once. On the contrary 

this structure increases the amount of input-output. 

The different parts of the code communicate with each other through a 

number of files; wise use of these files can sharply decrease the running time. 

A variable dimensioning method is used throughout the code, the use of 

large arrays reduces the input-output rate and makes computation faster. 

TESEO code utilizes the SLAVE3 routines by Honek / 6 / to read ENDF-

B formats. 

TESEO is written in FORTRAN IV and has been implemented on IBM 

370, IBM 3090 and Hitachi 5480 computers, under operating system MVS 

IBM. All the IBM FORTRAN IV compilers can be used for the code. FOR

TRAN VS has also been used to compile the code. 
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It is possible to use the code in an interactive way. The CPU time re

quired by the code is about 15 seconds for each material on an IBM-3090 

computer. The computer space is problem dependent, usually 4 megabytes 

are used. About 20 temporary files are used by the code, depending on user 

choice; all these files have a sequential structure. 

In the following the computational algorithms of TESEO code are de

scribed in detail (chapter 1). In chapter 2 the code structure is described 

and information is given on routines and commons. Chapter 3 contains the 

user instructions and a description of the input. In appendix 1 the ENDF-B 

formats are briefly described; in appendix 2 a sample problem input is given; 

appendix 3 contains the list of TESEO subroutines. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Computational Algorithms 
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Unresolved Resonance Parameter Computation 

TESEO code writes unresolved resonance parameters for MC* — II 
code in the file named MCC2F3. These data are obtained from data of file 2 
of ENDF-B or JEF libraries. Breit-Wigner Single-Level formulae are used. 
The data for MC2 - II are obtained by rearranging the parameters written 
in ENDF-B . Some auxiliary parameters are computed. 

The following data are given in ENDF-B file 2 for each isotope of each 
material at a specified set of energy points / 7 / . 

meaning 
Spin of the target nucleus 

Scattering radius 
Nucleus mass 

Neutron angular momentum 
Spin of the resonance 

Energy of resonance parameters 
Degrees of freedom for competitive width 

Degrees of freedom for neutron width 
Degrees of freedom for radiation width 
Degrees of freedom for fission width 

Average level spacing 
Average competitive width 

Average reduced neutron width 
Average radiation width 

Average fission width 

name 

SPI 
AP 
AWRI 
NLS 
AJ 
ER 
A MUX 
AMUN 
A MUG 
AMUF 
D 
GX 
GNO 
GG 
GF 

symbol 

Ap 

M=A 
I 

j 
E* 

/'* 
/*n 

th 

N 
d 

W 
rs 
r7 
17 
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For each material some general data are written by TESEO on the 
MCC2F3 file, such as number of isotopes, number of angular momentum 
states, nucleus mass, abundance of each isotope, energy points at which 
resonance parameters are given by ENDF-B , scattering and channel radius. 

When in ENDF-B or JEF libraries the energy dependence for resonance 
parameters is not given, the resonance range is divided into a user chosen 
number of points (with constant lethargy interval) and data are written in 
MCC2r.3 file for these points. 

The channel radius (KPF) and the scattering radius (RPS) in the re
quired units and reference system are computed as: 

RPF = OR = (2. l9677U/(/ l -f l))(U.123(Af),/3 + 0.08)10~3 

RPS - SR = (2.190771/1 /(A + 1))APU) 3 

A is the mass number, M the nucleus mass (AWRI of ENDF-B ) ,Ap is the 
scattering radius as given in ENDF-B 

The following parameters are produced by TESEO and are written on file 
MC02F3 for each isotope and energy point E*/l/: 

name symbol meaning 

1) JST ( 2 / + 1 ) Number of angular momentum states 

2) E E* Energy of resonance computation 

3) DEL A/Vf Doppkr width= y/4kE*/A 
k=Boltzman constant 8.6167 105 

A —mass number 
Jt) GA \\ Average Neutron width 
5) D d Average level spacing 

6) GF Vf Average fission width 

7) GNO V„ Average neutron width 

8) G g = (2j 4 l)/(2(2i - 1)) I=nucku$ spin (SPI of/E) 
j-spin of resonance (A J of ENDF-B ) 

9) NDFF NDFF=AMVF Degrees of freedom for fission width 
10)NDFN NDFN-AMUN Degrees of freedom for neutron width 

For more about these parameters see ref. / I / and / 7 / . 
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Resolved Resonance Parameter Computation 
The resolved resonance parameters are obtained by TESEO from ENDF-

B file2 resonance data. ENDF-B resonance parameters are written on 
MC'2 — II library file MCC2f4 together with some auxiliary parameters 
computed by TESEO . 

In the ENDF-B library Breit-Wigner Single Level (BWSL), Breit-
Wigner Multi-Level (BWML), Adler-Adler (AA) and also Reich-Moore (RM) 
parameters can be used. MC2 — II doesn't accepts RM parameters, for 
this reason TESEO code converts RM into A A parameters by means of the 
POLLA code / 3 / . 

For BWSL and BWML the following parameters are given in ENDF-B 
file 2 for each resonance /7 / . 

meaning 
Spin of the target nucleus 

Scattering radius (units of10~12 cm) 
Nucleus mass (in neutron mass units) 

Neutron angular momentum 
Spin of the resonance 

Peak energy of resonance 
Total width, including competitive width 

Neutron width 
Radiation width 

Fission width 

name 
SPI 
AP 

symbol 
3 

r - Ap 

AWRI A 
L 
AJ 
ER 
GT 
GN 
GG 
GF 

I 

3 
E0 

r; 
r; 
r; 
•/ 
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The following parameters are produced by TESEO for each resonance in 

the BWSL formalism/!/. 

name symbol meaning 
EN E„ Peak energy of resonance 

SIGI) *r0 Peak resonance cross section 

a0 = (2.60399 • ltf/E0)G{(A + l ) M ) 2 r „ / r t 

with : G = (2(j + l))/(2(2« + 1)) 

Doppler width , T = temperature, 

s/T9 = i y flkWjA 

k = Bollzman constant - 8.6167 1CT5 

a = y/GY^j WTo-V) 
o~p ^potential cross section — iirr 

for p,d waves (I — 1, / = 2) this term is zero 
rt mai width, rt = r'n + r; + r'f 

if the option 2,4,3 of TESEO is set > 1, 
I \ will contain the competitive widlh,and Tj = T't 

r„ Neutron width 
If the TESEO option 2,4,3 is .^t > 0, 

I'n will contain the competitive widt'i, in this case: 

THETAP A = V?6 

AFAC a 

GT 

GN 

GG 
GF 

r — r" 1 it — *• t r7-r, 
Radiation width 

Fission width 
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For BWML formalism, in addition to these parameters, TESEO provides 
the following: 

name symbol 

GAMSTt 
GC 
GF 
GT 
BC 
BF 

Gr 

Hr 

meaning 

r« = r; 
iyr t 

iyr t 
1 + Gr, Gr =interference termfsee below) 

BC is zero BF is zero 
Symmetric interference term for resonance j 

Asymmetric interference term for resonance j 

G _ v ^È~TÉ~k
T-^(rtj + Ttk) 

T fc(Eoj-Eokji + \(Ttj + Ttk? 

HT 
y , y/Eoj/Eokty(E0j-Eok) 
^(Eoi-E^-r'KTtj-rr^ 

For BWML the value of o0 and a = AFAC are computed as: 

a'a = <r0(l + Gr) 

, a + GT a = 
Tt + Gr 
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For AA fornialis n th following parameters are read by TESEO for est-, h 
resonance irom ENDF-B fie 2 /7 / 

nome symbol meaning 
E0 ER 

SPI s 
AP r = Ap 

AWR1A 
L I 
AJ j 
DET n = E„ 
DWT DWT = DWF = DWC = v = T t/2 
GRT GT 

GIT HT 

DEF E0 

DWF 17/2 
GRF GF 

GIF HF 

DEC E0 

DWC Tc/2 
GRG Gc 

GIC G° 

Peak energy of resonance 
Spin of the target nuclf is 

Scattering radius (units of\T12cm) 
Nucleus mass (inneutron r*css units) 

Natron angular mom *.tum 
5/in of the resonante 

Resonance Energy 
Resonance width 

Symmetric parameter for total 
Antisymmetric parameter for total 

Resonance Energy 
Fission width 

Symmetric parameter for fission 
Antisymmetric parameter for fission 

Resonance Energy 
Radiation width 

Symmetric parameter for capture 
Antisymmetric parameter for capture 
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The following parameters are produced by TESEO for -each resonance for 
AA formalism / ! / . 

name symbol meaning 
EN 
SIGO 

THETAPA 

AFAC 

GAMS 
GC 
GF 
GT 
BC 
BF 

V 

Gc 
GF 

GT 

be 

bf 

E„ — ft Peak energy of resonance 
0„ Peak resonance cross section 

^a0 = (2.60399106/v^)((>4 + l)/A)7GT/(i(Tt/2)) 
• T0 DoppUr width , T =temperaturt, 

y/fe = 2{Tt/2)/y/4kE0/A 
k = Boltzman constant = 8.616710"5 

a = -0.$y/ÈZ(HTcos2<f> - GTS\XI24>)I\GT\ 

With 4> = AlJy/Eo 
Ak = 2.196771y4/(>4 + 1)10 - 3 neutron wave number 

GT = y/%(GT cos 2$ + HT sin 2<t>) 

v = 2(rt/2) 
Gc = VÉ{GC cos 2<f> + Hc sin 2<f>) 
GF = yfE(GF cos2<f> \ HF sin2<f>) 

GT = {GT cos 2<f> + HT sin 2^) 
be = -Q.5VE{HC cos 2^ - Gc sin 2^)/GT 

bf = -0.5y/E(HF cos2<f> - GF sin2<f>)/GF 

For more information about the meaning of these parameters see refs. / I / 
and /7/. 
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Ultrafine Group Cross Sections Computation 

TESEO code computes ultrafine group cross sections by utilizing data 
from ENDF-B file 3. In this file the cross sections are provided as tabulated 
values of cross sections vs energy. For each pair of energy points an inter
polation law is given by ENOF-B , which defines the behaviour of the cross 
section between the two tabulated energy values. TESEO code integrutes the 
interpolation laws over ultratìne group boundaries to obtain ultrafine group 
smooth cross sections. 

Resonance cross sections must be added to these cross sections for the 
light elements, whose resonance contributions are calculated by TESEO . 
Ultrafine group resonance cross sections are computed by using the resonance 
parameters of ENDF-B file 2 . 

The potential scattering cross section and the resonance cross sections for 
the fictitious resonances out of the resonance energy range* are computed by 
TESEO for the heavy materials and added to the smooth cross sections. 

For all materials the ultrafine group cross sections are writtten by TESEO 
in file MCC2F5. The total cross section is obtained by summing the cross 
sections of the reaction: elastic scattering,fission, radiati ve capture, n,p 
n,D n, H$ n,He3 n,a n,2n , inelastic scattering. 

* These fictitious resonances are used in ENDF-B to represent the 1/v 
behaviour of cross sections of some materials in the low energy range and 
to correct the backgrotid value of cross sections in the resonance energy range. 
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Ultrafine Group Smooth Cross Section Computation 

In ENDF-B or JEF files the smooth eros:: sections are given in tabulated 
form; for each pair: E — <r{E), an interpolation law is given: 

Code (KT) Law Interpolation formula 

1 constant a = a\ 
2 linear o = ox + (E- Ex){a2 - <rx)/{E2 - Ex) 

3 a linear in In E <r = o\ f in(E/Ei )(<r2 ~ <*\ )/ln(E2/Ei ) 
4 In a linear in E a — <r\ exp((£2 - Ei)\n{<r2/a\)/{E2 - E\)) 
5 In<r hnear inìn E a = <rA exp(ln{E/E1)in{a2/oi)/ln{E2/Ei)) 

To generate multigroup cross sections, analytical integration is performed 
in each group, using the following integration formulae / 6 / , where the 
ultraiìne group energy boundaries are E\, E2 and the tabulated pairs for the 
interval containing the group are (£3,0-3), (£4,(74): 

( consiant,KT=l ) 

,Et 

/ <r(E)dE = 
JEi 

{Et-E^/trs 

(linear, KT'=2 ) 

[ 7 o(E)dE = ( E2 - Ex ) + (a + ^b{E2 - £1)J 

where: 

a — o~z — bEs 

(EA"-E3) 
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( logarithmic,KT=3 ) 

/E\<EMfi = <**-£.){*,+ 61»(|) + *s.[ i + | ( i » ( | - i ) ) ] } 

where: 

6 = 

( aHtilogarithmic,KT=4) 

f a(E)dE = ea+hEl{e* -l)/b 
JEi 

where: 

a = In <T3 — bE$ 

»«0 
6 = 

t < 7 3 ; 

£4 -E3 

z = (E2-Ei)b 

( btlogarithmic,KT=5) 

jC^-*(sfe((sr-o 
where: 

6 = 
ln{o^a3) 
ln(EA/E3) 

z = (b + \)\n(E2/Ex) 
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The following cross sections are produced by TESEO : 

ENDF-B code for name 
reaction 

2 
18 
102 
103 

104 
105 
106 
107 
16 

4 
1 

(MT) 

elastic 
fission 
capture 

n,p 
n,D 
n,H3 

n,He* 
n,a 
n,2n 

anelastic scattering 
total 

The reactions with MT=51-90 (inelastic scattering from discrete levels) 
are read by TESEO to be used in writing the file MCC2F6. For this file the 
reactions MT=4,16 (anelastic scattering, (n,2n) ) are also used. 

> 

The inelastic scattering is the sum of the ENDF-B reaction whose 
parameter MT= 51-90. The total cross section is computed by TESEO by 
summing the contributions from the reactions with MT= 2, 4, 16, 18, 102, 
103, 104, 105, 106,107 (elastic, inelastic scattering, ,n,2n, fission, capture, 
n,p, n,D , n,H3, n,He3,n,a). 
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Resolved Resonance Cross Section Computation 

Ultrafine group resonance cross sections are computed by TESEO for 
"light elements". From ENDF-B resonance parameters resonance cross 
sections are computed at a number of energy points. This set of values is used 
in integration routines to obtain the ultrafìne group cross sections. The cross 
sections can be Doppler broadened by using the <f>, \ formalism. 

In the Breit-Wigner formalism, with no Doppler broadening, the following 
formulae are used by TESEO code / 7 / for the capture and fission resonance 
cross section: 

(E - E'rY + ^ 

*• r n , r r / i r 

*..7(£) = E»fc5,«. i r . r? 

*«./(£) = £ s ^ II (E-E>r)* + l-i 
The meaning of the symbols is the following: 

_ 2J + 1 
9~ 2(2i+l) 

J = resonance spin = A.J parameter of EN DI' — B 

I = target nucleus spin = SPI parameter of ENDF — B 

fc = 2.196771 A/(A+l)lO*\fÉ 

A = nuc/ett5 mass (in neutron mass units) 

r JIT = fission width for resonance r 

r„ i r = neutron width for resonance r 

T7ir = capture (radiative) width for resonance r 

I'r = rn,r + r7pr -f VftT 

ET = resonance peak energy for resonance r 

E'T — energy - dependent resonance peak energy for resonance r 

rn,r and E' are energy dependent : 

Tn'r = rn'r^Er^P,(\Er\) 
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/ is the resonance angular momentum. For / = 0 (s wave) the energy 
dependence for rn>r becomes : 

TnAE) = yf~TnA\ Er \) 

and 

S is the shift factor: 
So 

5, 

c. 

K = Er 

= 0 

1 
" l + p2 

18 + Zp2 

9 + Zp2 + p* 

where p is the channel radius: p = ka , with: 

a = 0.123 A$ + 0.08 

P is the penetration factor : 

Po = p 
J 

Pi^r1: i + P2 

P2 = 9 + 3p2 + p* 

For the elastic scattering cross section: 

ir ~ r ; , r c o s 2 * - 2 1 V , ( r i , r + r / , , ) » in , * , + 2 ( £ ) - B y i V M i l V | 

' "• ( E ) = ''+"+*» \ (B-E-r + % 

The potential scattering ov is defined as: 

<rp = £ ( 2 / + l ) - j sin2 ^ 
/=o 
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where <f>, the phase shift is: 

<fo — p 

4>\ = />' — tan" p 

<h = p'-l*n-l(~r~) 

Where p' = kAp ; Ap , scattering radius, is the parameter AP of ENDF-B 
files. 

The interference term 07 is zero for BWSL formalism; for BWML formal
ism it is: 

T V - GrTr-^2Hr(E-K) 

where 

(E - E'T)2 + l-f 

c — - V* rWirrW|<(rr i- r,) 

'T^2f?r(E'r-E',)+\(Vr + Vs)* 

' 2^r(E'r-E't)+\{lr + T,y 
The rniJ , E'$ and Tr(through F„) are energy dependent. 
Some approximation is used in accounting for the energy dependence of 

the terms G, and HT , 
The denominators are slow varying functions of energy, for this reason 

their energy dependence is not considered. 
Since: 

TnAE) = P*\E7\)VnAEr) 

the energy dependence of GT and Hr is computed as: 

0* ^ 

for s-wave 
IJWH y /_pai \ ' s * 
\Po(\Er\)) \pi\Br\)) \Er 

file:///pi/Br/
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for p-wave : 

PtjE) 2 p(E)3 l+p7(\ET\) j*(E) ( E y 
V Pt{\ Er \)f ~ 1 + ftE) n(\Er\)* " p»(| ET |) " \ ( | Er \)J 

for ù-wave 

\P2(\ET\)) \(\Er\)) 

In fact, for example: 

G 

but 

so that: 

r...(«r)-=^|r-|rv(ft) 
' l\ '-si 

The terms 7/r and GP are computed by TESEO for each resonance at the 
energy peak of the resonance. 
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For the Doppler broadening of the resonance cross sections the x , ^ 
method is used/9/. Breit-Wigner multi or single level can be Doppler broad
ened by TESEO . These formalisms are usually used in ENDF-B or JEF 
libraries to describe the resonances of the light elements, whose resonance 
cross sections are computed by TESEO . 

In the x.V' method the capture resonance cross section: 

_ / p\ _ V „ r ".'•^T.r 

% ^ '**(£?-£*)* + ? 

is averaged over the Maxwell function which represents the thermal motion of 
the nuclei: 

3 

P(V)dV = ^ — j e-vriVmdVtdVa 

which gives, for the distribution of the z component of the speed (z is the 
collision direction ) : 

I M AfV2 

The averaged cross section is: 

Joo ~ k2{E- E'r)
2 + l-f » 2̂ rfcr 

which can be written as: 

where: 
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fWTE 

c = 

Y 

X --

A " 

2 

~rv 

<b 

•V 
(j? 

#re 

AkTE 

-K) 

\-K) 
Ert\ is the neutron energy relative to the target nucleus and E'T the (energy 
dependent) resonance peak energy. Al is the nucleus mass, T the tempera
ture, k the Boltzman constant. 

In this equation the energy dependence of resonance parameters is 
approximated by discarding the energy dependence in TT and E'T. The r„,r 
is considered energy dependent and in the definition of A, E = E'T is assumed: 

The formula for the fission cross section is similar to the above formula 
with T/iT in place of T7>r . 

For the resonance scattering cross section we have: 

r.2 

'n*(B) = T,Jnj£r *'& (E-E'r)
2 + r*/4 

T2
nT 

—• cos 2<f>i 

2(E-E'T)vn n 2 r „ , r ( i y + r / t r) , 
_ s l n 20, — sin <f>i 

GT\\ *2HT(E - E'ry 
-r —=5—r 

vi r T f31) 
the last two terms are zero in the BWSL formalism. 

an<n>(E) can be written as: 

*»,»'(£) = 4 f t J f* (V'(C- n r „ , r COS 24>l) 

+ xiCYWr s in2^ - 2V'«,r)(r r - rn , r)sin20, 

+ (ĵ a(y-(<,r)GV + xK,r)tfr)) 
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where: a = E/Er for s-wave , a = ( E/ Er )
3 for p-wave, and a 

{E/Er)*'2 for d-wave. 

<'• I * .-i<.'a-yflx 
lyjr J 1 + A2 

The x and V' functions can be obtained as the real and imaginary part of 
the complex function: 

W(z 
i f30 e"r 

) = - / -—at 

V'(C,n-C^«ea/(lV(072,C/2)) 

X«,Y) = Cy/iImiW((Y/2,C/2)) 

Tabulated values for W are computed by TESEO for different values of 
(, Y, so that the Doppler functions can be obtained quickly by interpolation. 
Some routines taken from MO2 - II are used for the Doppler function 
computation. 

When the sum over resonance in performed to compute the cross section 
at a given energy point, the small contribution of distant resonances can be 
dropped at user chioce. This makes the computation faster, but we have seen 
that for some materials this is a bad approximation. 

MC2 — II code does not take the contribution of the resonance out of the 
"resonance energy range" into account, for the resonance calculation. For this 
reason TESEO computes these contributions for each material and adds them 
to the smooth cross sections of ENDF-B file 3. 
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V 
Ultrafine Group Resolved Resonance Computation 

To obtain the multigroup resonance cross sections ti e resonance energy 
range is subdivided into subintervals in such a way that in each subinterval 
a linear interpolation law can be used to represent the cross section with the 
required precision, which is an input parameter (usually one per cent is used). 

To subdivide the energy range, an interval halving method is used, similar 
to that used in the RECENT code / 8 / . 

An initial set of energy points is assumed. This set includes the peak en
ergy of all the resonances and some optional points: the middle point between 
two resonances and points at a distance T, 2I\ 4r, 6I\ 10i\ 201\ 40I\ 60i \ 100r 
from the resonance peak, until the mid-point is reached. These optional 
points can be inserted at user choice to improve convergence. 

Each interval defined by a pair of energy points is then divided into two 
equal parts by adding the middle point to the set of the energy points. The 
subdivision of an interval into subintervals is stopped when the difference 
between the cross section computed at the mid-point and the cross section 
computed at the same point by a linear interpolation law are closer than the 
precision required. 

When the iterative algorithm stops, a set of energy points has been de
fined which represent the cross section in the whole resonance interval. This 
set of points is used to obtain group cross section by analytical integration in 
each interval. 

For this integration , at user choice, a linear, logarithmic or bi-logarithmic 
behaviour can be assumed sections in each interval. A weight function 1/E or 
constant can be used. 

If a linear behaviour is assumed in the interval En, En+i : 

<r(E) = An(E - En) + an 

A — <Tn+1 ~ °n 

En+1 - En 

The average cross section between points £J,, Ei+\ is /10/: 

oi = -r-rAAniEi+i - Ei) + (<7„ - AnEn)AU) 
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for a 1/E weighing and 

Oi = An -r + «n ~ AnE, n 

for constant weighing. 

If a logarithmic behaviour is assumed for the cross section in the interval 

En, En+i '• 

*{E) = An\n(^)+vn 

A — °'n+1 — <*n 

In En+\ - lnE n 

The average cross section between points Et, E,+\ is: 

ai = Ù;(ln E*x ~,n £'?) + K "an ,n Bn) 

for a 1/E weighing and: 

An 
<Ti = 

^i+i + Ei 
(E i + i In E i + 1 - Ei In Ei - E i + i + Ei) + (<r„ - An\n E„) 

for constant weighting. 
If a bilogarithmic behaviour is assumed for the cross section in thr 

interval E n ,E n + i : 

( L» \ ^n 

s) 
_ In^n^i - ln<r„̂  

In En+i - lnE n 

The average cross section between points Ei, Ei+i is: 

for a 1/E weighing and: 

for constant weighing. 

Th<° iterative algorithm is relatively fast; in interval halving algorithms 
most of the computing time can be spent in reordering routines. For this 
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reason we have developed an algorithm in which, during the interval halving 
procedure, a number is stored together with the energy value and cross 
sections, which contains ,for each point, the address of the next point in 
energy. This allows very fast reordering of inserted points. 

Redundant points inserted by the interval halving routine are not elim
inated; in fact the points obtained are used only by the fast analytical inte
gration routine and the time spent by a backward thinning algorithm can be 
comparable with the time spent in integrating over the redundant points. 

The potential scattering cross section <rp is computed at the ultrafine 
group boundaries, and the integral value over the ultrafine group is computed 
by analytical integration. The Doppler broadening has very little effect on the 
<rp, which has an almost flat shape, so that no Doppler broadening is applied 

tO<Tp. 
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Unresolved Resonance Cross Section Computation 

As for resolved resonance, an unresolved resonance computation is 
performed by TESEO for those materials whose resonance cross sections are 
not computed by MC2 - II ( "light materials"). 

For the unresolved resonance computation the algorithms by Hwang 
are used / l / . The computation is performed by some MC'2 — II routines, 
modified in some parts. 

The unresolved resonance data are given in ENDF-B and JEF libraries 
as average resonance parameters, for each angular momentum state, at fixed 
energy points. These parameters are averaged by TESEO over the Porter-
Thomas distribution of the possible resonances to obtain resonance cross 
sections for the given energy points. 

When no energy dependence is given in ENDF-B libraries for resonance 
parameters, cross sections are computed at a user-chosen number of energy 
points (usually 15) obtained by dividing the resonance interval into subinter-
vals of equal lethargy. 

Once the cross section for these energy points has been obtained multi-
group cross sections are computed. 

The group cross section for fission,capture, tot al and competitive reactions 
are given by / l / : 

where the integral is extended over the energy group and: 
or is the cross section of the resonance 
dU is the letargy interval: dU = dE/E 
Ef is the total cross section: 

Ej is a background cross section, given by the user ( the default value for this 
parameter is l.E+5, equivalent to infinite diluition). 

<Tp is the potential scattering cross section for the material: 

ap = Y(2l + l)-£ sin2 fa 
1=0 K 
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oy is expressed by a Doppler broadened Breit-Wigner single-level formula: 

r . 

<T|(, is the Doppler -broadened total cross section for resonance s 

Setting: 

/5-¥' 
with: 

and: 

AU = group lethargy interval 

Si = E6 + <rp 

dE dE 
E EQ 

where EQ is the peak energy of the resonance r,we obtain: 

2 AU EQ 
0~r:w J^dX 

where dX = 2{E - E0)/rt 

Averaging the cross section over the Porter-Thomas distribution we 
obtain: 

s ( r j*) 
a — {D){f) 

where () means average over Porter-Thomas distribution, and D is the level 
spacing. 

J* is the resonance integral, in the form: 

,. = » / ± dX 
2 7 /S + ^ + ax + E M ^ + Bx) 

The resonance integral can be divided into two parts: 

2 J (3 + V + a.\ 
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The first term is the resonance integral computed as if the resonance were 
isolated, the second is a small interference term / l / . Computation of the 
interference term is performed only at user request. JT and Or are computed 
by Gauss-Hermite quadrature formulae / l / . 

The resonance scattering cross section is obtained by subtraction: 

Analytical integration is used to obtain ultrafine group resonance cross 
sections from the cross sections computed at fixed energy points. The be
haviour of the resonance cross sections between the fixed ene-gy points 
is assumed to be the one specified in ENDF-B files; at user choice Ì/E or 
constant can be used as weighing function. 
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Doppler Broadening of Smooth Cross Sections 

Smooth cross sections are given in ENDF^B or JEF libraries as tabulated 
data. At each pair of tabulated energy points a number is associated, which 
defines the interpolation law to be used to describe the cross section between 
the two energy points. 

At user request TESEO code can Doppler broaden these cross sections. 
This Doppler broadening can be useful when, for the smooth cross sections, 
some resonance contributions are included in the ENDF-B data. 

For Doppler broadening of tabulated data the Cullen and Weisbin method 
is used / 4 / . This assumes a linear interpolation law between tabulated energy 
points. 

For this reason the ENDF-B tabulated cross sections are "linearized" 
by TESEO , using a method similar to the one described in the calculation 
of the resolved resonance cross sections. TESEO inserts points between the 
tabulated values until the cross section can be assumed to be a linear function 
of energy, with a user-given precision. 

Once the smooth cross sections are linearized, the Cullen-Weisbin method 
can be utilized. This method is based on the following considerations: 

the cross section averaged over the Maxwell velocity distribution of the 
target nuclei can be written as / 4 / : 

y/B^E.Tt) = \ ( ^ ) § P T/FM^TÌ) (e- l^-WP _ e-<Vf W*f) dEr 
1 / o \i 

ta,T2) = 

where: 
T\ is the temperature at which tabulated data are given (usually 0 °K ) ; 

Ti is the temperature at which data are to be broadened; ET is the energy of 
the neutron in the reference system of the target nucleus; 

a = M/k{T2-T1) 

A linear cross section can be written in the interval Ek, #jt+i as: 

where: 
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c = ak+1 ~ g* 
the Doppler broadened cross section can be written as: 

*(y,r2) = £ ^ jT«M«.*i) (e"(l"y)2 - e-(l+»)3) dx 

where:/par y = V a £ ; x = y/aEr. 

The small term exp(- (x + y)2) is omitted by TESEO . This is a good 
approximation in the energy range in which: E M/kT > « 16 . At low 
energy this condition is not met for heavy materials, but MC2 — II is not 
intended for an accurate computation of cross sections at low energy. When 
the condition E M/kT < 16 is verified, a warning message is issued by the 
code. 

If the integration range is divided into intervals in which the cross section 
can be expressed as a linear function of energy we have: 

y * * k •'**+1 

The term exp(—(x — y)2) becomes very small when x is far from y; for this 
reason the sum is performed only over a small number of k intervals. 

When the integration range is extended below the energy zone in which 
tabulated cross sections are given, linear behaviour is supposed for the cross 
sections outside the zone. 

The above formula can be written as: 

'(V,T2) = \ J Ì Y fk (ckz
4 + ACkyz3 + (Ak + 6Cky

2)z2 

y V * k •'**+1 

+ (2Aky + Wky
3)z + (Aky

2 + Cky
A))e-

t%dz 

with z — x - y. In this way the computation of the integral is reduced to a 
sum of functions of the form: 

2 /° J 
Fn(a) = 4 = / *ne~l dz 

V* Jo 
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F° is the well known error function ( ERF FORTRAN function); to obtain 
the other F* functions the following recursion relationship can be used: 

F » = ̂ F»-Ha) - ^«""'e-' + ̂ U.,, 

In this way the Doppler broadened cross section can be obtained by a 
simple expression: 

*(y,T2) = - ^ £ ( W k + F2^) 
y k 

where: 

F, = H* + 4yH3 + 6y2H2 + 4y 3 #i + y*H0 

F2 = H2 + 2yHl +y2H0 

Hn(a,b) = F"{a)-Fn(b) 
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Number of Neutrons per Fission Computation 
The number of neutrons per fission (i/) is given in ENDF-B libraries 

either as a tabulated function of energy or as coefficients of a fourth order 
polynomial : 

N 
P(E) = ^ c n £ » - 1 

MC2 — II reads the v in polynomial form from file MCC2F5 and, when 
available, tabulated values from file MCC2F7. 

When data are given in ENDF-B libraries as tabulated values, TESEO 
computes the polynomial coefficients by a routine taken from ETOE code. 
This routine utilizes a least square method to compute the polynomial 
coefficients. 

Fission Spectrum Data 

Fission spectrum data are accepted by MC2 — / / as a combination of the 
Maxwell, Evaporation and Watt spectra: 

X(E) = a^e-r + (1 _ « ) j l | e - f + ^e~^nnh{y/C^E) 

Where: 
J is a normalization factor computed by MC2 — II; 
a, atv,r,/?,/?„, cw are parameters read by MC2 - II on MCC2F7 file. 

These parameters are not energy dependent. 

ENDF-B gives the fission spectrum data in the same formalism, except 
for the energy dependence of the parameters. These parameters are consid
ered functions of energy and are given as values tabulated vs. energy. 

MC2 — II does not accept this energy dependence. TESEO averages 
the ENDF-B parameters over an input-given energy range to obtain energy 
independent values. 
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Energy Distribution of Secondary Neutrons 
The MC2 — II code requires energy distribution values for secondary 

neutrons arising from inelastic scattering and (n,2n) reactions. 
MC2 — / / considers the secondary neutrons as sources in its neutron 

spectrum calculation. 

The following three representations are accepted by MC2 — II for these 
data. 

A) Tabulated data : the source for the energy E is given by: 

( F* W \ 

<ran [ " dEPan{g^E) + 2<rn,2n f ' Pn,2n(g >-> EU 
JEa~i JE.J-1 j 

where: 
<ranis the inelastic scattering cross section for group g, 
0n,2n >s the n, 2n cross section for group g, 
PanÌ9 *-* E) is the probability for the outcoming neutron to have energy 

E (for inelastic scattering ) 
PBi2n(fl *-* E) is the probability for the outconting neutron to have energy 

E (for n, 2n scattering ) 
Eg, Eg-\ are the energy limits for group g 
4>g is the neutron flux in group g. 
B) Evaporatimi spectrum : the source for energy E is given by: 

a V k jEt-\ 
g k " "aa-

where: 
Wifis the relative probability for the evaporation law number k in group g, 
Ik is a normalization factor computed by MC2 — 77 for law k, group g 
Eexp(-E/6k) is the probability for the outcoming neutron to have 

energy E ; it is zero for E — Eg-\ > Uk, where t^ is a threshold parameter. 
$lt is a temperature parameter for group g 

C) Discrete levels : the source for group g' is given by: 
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£ +• ( H *«».!̂ «.«,1(9 ~ 3') + 2 £ +2<rn>2n(/Pn,2n>i(g -»</ ) ) 
J \ / J / 

where: 
<rOB(j is the inelastic scattering cross section for group g level / 
ffn,2n,lls the ") 2» cross section for group g , level / 

Pn,ln{9 *-* 9') a n d Pan,lÌ9 "~* y') a r c probability functions computed 
by MC2 — II as a function of Q ( Q value for the reaction), M ( mass of the 
target nucleus ) /< (mean cosine of scattering angle in centre of mass reference 
system) 

In ENDF-B or JEF libraries the secondary energy distributions can be 
given in many different ways. The tabulated data,evaporation, discrete levels 
and fission spectrum forms are accepted by TESEO . 

All the data are converted into the formats accepted by MC2 — II. 

The MC2 — II representations require the cross sections : <ron)j , <ron , 
<*n,ln , &n,2n,l- These are given in ENDF-B file 3 as tabulated data. They are 
integrated over energy by TESEO to obtain ultrafine group values as required 
by MC2- II. 

Fission spectrum is converted into tabulated data by TESEO . In 
ENDF-B formats the fission spectrum distribution is given as: 

f(E ~ E') = ?j-e&) 

6(E) is given as tabulated values , / is a normalization factor computed as: 

The threshold parameter U is given in ENDF-B libraries along with 0(E) 

TESEO computes tabulated values for f(E *-* E') versus E' ,for 
each given value of E. A routine front the SLAVE3 program is used for this 
computation. 
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Tabulateci data are given in ENDF-B libraries as Pk(E)f(E' *-> E), where 
Pk(E), the relative probability of the tabulated data law, is given as values Pk 
tabulated versus E .whereas f(E' •-» E) is tabulated versus E' for each value 
oiE. 

These data are converted into the form accepted by MC2 — II by 
interpolating f(E' •—> E) in the E' at energy boundaries of ultrafine groups 
and integrating over the groups to obtain P(g >-* E). 

A linear interpolation law is assumed for the ENDF-B tabulations. 

For evaporation spectrum data are given on ENDF-B files as: 

Pk(E)f{E' H- E) = ^ e " ^ 7 » 

where: 
O(E') is given as tabulated data, 
J is a normalization factor : 

Pk(E) is given as tabulated data and is integrated over e w g y to obtain 
the quantities W^ required by MC'2 — II, 

O(E') is also integrated over energy to obtain ultrafine-group quantities 
for MC'2 - II. 

For discrete level the ENDF-B representation is similar to the one 
accepted by MC'2 -II. TESEO computes the data required by MC2 - II 
in the following way. 

The cross sections <rani and <rn,2n,t for the ultrafine groups are obtained 
by integration of the tabulated values of ENDF-B . 

M and Q values are given in ENDF-B or JEF libraries. 

fi is obtained from the angular distribution data of ENDF-B file 4. 
These data can be given either as tabulated values of the angular probabil
ity distribution or as Legend re polynomial coefficients, /i is obtained in a 
straightforward way from polynomial coefficients. When tabulated values are 
used in ENDF-B formats, /t is obtained by averaging the ENDF-B data first 
over the angular probability distribution, then over energy to obtain a value 
for the group g'. 
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Elastic Scattering Angular Distribution Data 

The data specifying the angular distribution for neutrons arising from 
elastic scattering reactions are given in ENDP-B file 4 either as coefficients 
of a Legendre polynomial expansion or as tabulated data. 

For polynomial expansion the angular dependence of the cross section is 
given as: 

da <rs(E) 

1=0 l 

where : /t = cos 9 = x 
Pl{ft) are Legendre polynomials of order / 
a| are the expansion coefficients, given in ENDF-B libraries as data 

tabulated versus energy. 
MG'2 — II accepts Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients computed 

at ultrafine-group boundaries. When the aj are given in ENDF-B their values 
are interpolated to obtain ultrafine-group boundary data. 

When tabulated data are given in ENDF-B , p(x, E) is expressed, for a set 
of energy points E, as a tabulation of PB(X) versus x. 

In this case the coefficients of the Legendre expansion are computed by 
TESEO . The following method is used. 

The Legendre polynomial coefficients are given by: 

«/(£)= / p(x,E)Pt(x)d* 

Depending on the interpolation law associated with the tabulated data in the 
tabulation interval s , between the limits x\ and x% , p(x, E) is given by: 

1 
2 

number law 
p{x,E), =pi 

i 

constant 
linear p(x, E)s = j>\ + a(x - x\) + p 

with a = a„ - (p2 -p\)/(x2- xi) 
bilogaritlunic ! p(x, E)s - p\exp(a(x — x\)) 

with a — a, — (lnp2 — lnpi)/(a;2 - ^i) 
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pi and p2 are the tabulated values of p(x, E) at points x\,X2-

The actual version of TESEO does not accept the logarithmic inter
polation law; this law is not used in available versions of ENDF-B or JEF 
libraries. 

Pl(x), the Legendre polynomial of order 1, can be expressed by ( Ro
driguez formula)/. /: 

PM-±±tr*-lt- m (rl f ( / ~ 1 )
J

< - 2 . * ( ' - l ) ( ' - 2 X ' - 3 ) I 
n{ ' ~ 2H\dxr " 2'(/!)2 V 2(2/ - 1) + 2(2/ - 1)4(2/ - 3 ) 

The first polynomials are: 

Po(x) = 1 

Pi(x) = x 

For the constant interpolation law the coefficients of the expansion are: 

«I = / Pi(x)p(x,E)dx = £ p , JPl(x)P0(x)dx 

where s means the tabulation interval number s. For the orthogonality 
relations of the Legendre Polynomial coefficients this is 2 if / = 0 and 0 if 
/ > 0 

For the normalization of p we have : 

/ p[x, E)dx = 1 = pi / dx - 2pi 

So that pi = 1/2 and ao — I. 
Since ao is a constant term no values are read by MC2 — / / for ao so no 

computation is made by TESEO in this case. 
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For the linear interpolation law we have: 

11 = j Pi(x)p{x,E)dx = YlJpl(x)1p{x,E)dx 

= Y, [Pl(*)(o,(x-*,) + pi) 

= H a * /fl(*)* + £(Pl-«.*l) [Pl(*)d* 
s J* s J> 

where a* is the coefficient a of the linear interpolation law in the interval s. 
The integrals are computed by recursive methods using an analytical 

integration of the Rodriguez formula: 

LPUUX=
 (2f)! (*l+2 f ( / - 1 ) *' i ' ( ' - DC - » X ' - 3) «f-a \ 

J lK ' 2'(/!)2 V* + 2 2(2/ - 1 ) 7 2(2/ - 1)4(2/ - 3) / - 2 / 

/ r w w (20! / '* , + l ' ( / " I ) * ' - 1 \ 

yp'(^=2w(m-2M)^T+-v 
For the bilogarithmic law we have: 

a, = / P,(i)p(x,J5)(fi = ^ p , [ Pi(z)ea'l—Xl)dx 

where a, and pi are, respectively, the coefficient a of the interpolation law and 
the tabulated value for p(x, E) atx] in the interval s. 

As was done for the linear interpolation law, integrals are computed by 
recursive methods using an analytical integration of the Rodriguez formula: 

_W_ [ ( . 1^ . -0 _ J i L i l . i - a ^ . - . o . I(f-D(/-2)(l-3) ,_4 u.tl) _ \ 
2' ( / ! ) 2 / V 2 ( 2 / - 1 ) 2 ( 2 / - 1 )4 (2 / - 3) ) 

The terms are evaluated by using an iterative method: 

/Tne*-'*dx = i V - " - n fz^e'-^dx = 

= *_c«(*-*i) _ n * ea(«-«,) _ „ ( n _ ! ) * ca(«-«,) 
a a2 a3 
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Tabulated values for special functions 

The MCC2F2 file of MC2 - II library contains tabulated values for 
exponential functions and other functions used by the MC'2 — II code. 

To generate these function tables some routines taken from ETOE code 
have been included in TESEO . 

The calculation of these tables is performed only at user request. These 
data are not dependent on the materials but only on the number of energy 
groups in the MC'2 — II libraries. For this reason usually no recomputation of 
the data in file MCC2F2 is performed. 

Some tabulated data for functions used by MC2 — II are also present in 
file MCC2F8 (see ref. / I / ) . For the computation of these data some routines 
from ETOE and MC2 - II have been included in TESEO . 

More information about all these routines can be found in chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Structure of TESEO code 

i 

* 
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Structure of the TESEO Code 

TESEO code consists of about 15.000 FORTRAN statements, including: 
- POLLA code / 3 / , to convert Reich-Moore into Adler-Adler resonance 

formalism; 
- routines from the SLAVE3 program by Honeck / 6 / , which are used to 

read, write, interpolate and integrate record date in ENDF-B format; 
- routines from the MC2 - II and ETOE codes /1 ,5/ , which are used for 

the calculation of some tabulated functions, for unresolved resonance cross 
section and for the computation of the coefficient of polynomial expression of 
v . 

The language used for the code is FORTR AN-IV. The IBM compilers 
FORTRAN-G1, H, H-EXTENDED and H-ENHANCED can be successfully 
used to compile the code. VS-FORTRAN IBM can also be used. 

The code has been implemented on IBM 360/168, HITACHI OH54 and 
IBM 3090 computers, all operating under the MVS system. 

The code consists of four parts, which communicate through a set of 
temporary files; each part can be used as a standalone program. 

- - The first part reads ENDF-B or JEF files and copies selected sections 
of these files on a set of temporary files (which will be named in the 
following as: "first intermediate files"). A "first index file" is produced 
for these data. 

• The second part of the TESEO code reads data from the first interme
diate files and the first index file; it transforms the data into the format 
accepted by MC2 — II and produces a second set of temporary files and 
an index for these (" second intermediate files " and ' second index file") 
These files are written in the format used by the MC2 - II library files 
which will be produced by the TESEO code, but the data of different 
materials are not yet linked togheter. 

- The third part of the code reads the second intermediate files and their 
index. It links the data of the different materials producing the eight 
MC2-II library files: MCC2F1,MCC2F2,MCC2F3IMCC2P4 . . . MCC2F8. 
The MCC2F2 file, containing tabulated data for exponential and other 
functions, is produced by a set of routines taken from the ETOE code. 
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- The fourth part of the code reads a MC2 — II library and transforms it 
into a set of second intermediate files. These files can be read by the third 
part of the code, and merged with other data. In this way the updating of 
a MC2 — II input library is made possible. 

The modular structure of the code allows easy merging of data from 
different ENDF-B or JEF tapes; simplifies the updating and modification 
of the code; makes computation independent of the formats of the input 
libraries. Part of the code can be used as a standalone program to read 
MC2 — II input libraries or produce, from ENDF-B data, multigroup Doppler 
broadened cross sections to be plotted. 

The price to be paid for these advantages is a large increase in the input-
output rate ( I/O rate ). « 

Only sequential files are used throughout the code. To reduce the I/O op
erations a flag is used in many parts of the code which contains the number of 
the last accessed record in a file. In many parts different data are assembled 
together to be read by a unique I/O operation. Nevertheless, due to the fact 
that the code must deal with an enormous amount of data, the elapsed time 
can be much greater than the CPU time. 

The elapsed time can be greatly reduced by wise use of the intermediate 
files. In particular, the data produced by the first part of ihe code should be 
distributed over a great number of files. When generating a little library, one 
should have a file for each material. 

In the second part of the code the P2MCF6 routine performs most of the 
I/O operations. This routine computes secondary energy distributions. A 
large space in computer memory should be used ( see below how to do this) to 
allow the code to write and read data for a great number of ultrafine groups 
with a single I/O statement. To further reduce the I/O rate the secondary 
energy distribution for different materials could be written on different 
intermediate files. 

The code is not intended for frequent use. It produces a multi-purpose 
library which has to be updated only when new basic nuclear data are made 
available. For this reason only some routines of the code have been really 
optimized; nevertheless the code is relatively fast. On an IBM 3090 the 
following CPU time for the generation of a 25-material library from JEF-1 
data was obtained (a region of 4Mb is used for this run): 
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CPU time e'apsedjime | 
part one 26" 3* 
part two 4'46" 33' j 

part three 1'16" 30* 

The elapsed time is strongly dependent on the global load of the computing 

system and must be understood only as an approximate value. 

A variable dimensioning method has been used throughout the code. The 
user supplies space memory for the arrays of the code by dimensioning the 
blank common in the main routine. 

COMMON MAX A,AD( 800000) 
MAD=800000 

In this example 800000 words is the space for the arrays. 

The blank common space is also used as a working space by the routines 
of the SLAVE3 program, which handle records in ENDF-B format. The space 
used by these routines is defined by the following parameters of the main 
routine: 

N1X=200 
N2X=70000 
MX=400 
JX=200000 

NIX is the maximun number of interpolation ranges allowed for ENDF-
B records. This number must match with the dimensions of arrays NBT and 
JNT in /REGS/ common. When this number is changed the instruction: 

COMMON /R ECS/- - . 
must also be changed in all the routines in which appears. 
N2X is the maximum number of points allowed in a tabulation in an 

ENDF-B record. The user can change this number if he deals with more 
tabulated points. 70000 is a number great enough to fit about all situations. 

MX is the maximum number of ENDF-B records which can be stored in 
memory. 

JX is the space available to store ENDF-B records in memory. 
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If these parameters are too small the code issues warning messages from 
the SLAVE3 routines. In this case the code does not stop, but the user must 
be aware that wrong data may be produced. 

The only function of the main routine is the denning of these dimension
ing parameters, which can be modified by the user, if necessary. The code will 
check the available space during calculations and, when more space is needed, 
a warning message is issued. 

The computation options of the code are contained in : 
COMMMON /OPZIO/OPZ(4,8,10) 
default values are defined in routine TABNIZ. The user can modify the 

default values by changing this routine. The TABNIZ routine is called at the 
beginning of the run; for this reason new values given to the options during 
the calculations override the default values and every previously given value. 

The input of the code consists of a number of commands which are 
executed by calling the different routines of the code. GELIB routine reads 
each command and calls the routines which will execute the command. The 
user can add or change commands by modifying the GELIB routine. 

A number of tests is performed by the code during the computations. 
Every time an inconsistency or a probable error is encountered a warning 
message is issued, without stopping the run. 

The user must carefully check these messages to ensure the reliability of 
the data obtained. 
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First Part of the Code 

The first part of TESEO code reads ENDF-B or JÉF libraries and copies 
data for the selected reactions on a set of temporary'files ( first intermediate 
files) along with an index of the selected data (first index file). 

This part of the code consists of the routines: PI, P lF l , P1F2, P1F3, 
P1F4, P1F5. In the figure a flow diagram of this part of the code is shown. 

PI 

PlFl P1F2 P1F3 P1F4 P1F5 

The Pi routine is the main one in this part of the code which, following 
the input instruction,reads the input ENDF-B tapes, looking for materials to 
be handled and calls the routines P1F1.P1F2,... . 

The PlFl routine reads file 1 of ENDF-B formats; section 452 ( u) and 
section 458 (energy released per fission) are copied into the second group of 
intermediate files. 
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The P1F2 routine reads ENDF-B file 2, containing resonance parameters. 
Reich-Moore parameters are converted to Adler-Adler format by the program 
POLLA. This program consists of the two routines POLLA and SR, POLLA 
has entry points: POLLI'and POLLO. 

P2F3 routine reads ENDF-B file 3 containing tabulated smooth cross 
sections. The following reactions are copied on the intermediate files: 

number 
" 1 " 

3 

reaction 
total 

inelastic 

16 
6-9 

41-49 

101 
103 
105 
107 

n,2n 
n,2n-firsl neutron 

from the first levels 
n,2n-second neutron 
from the first levels 

capture 
n,p 

n, / / J 

n.a 

number 

2 ! 
4 J 

| 
i 
i 

18 i 

51-90 

102 
104 
106 

I reaction 
elastic 

inelastic scattering 
sum of reactions 51-90 

plus reaction 91 
(continuum) 

fission 

inelastic scattering 
from discrete levels 

radiative capture 
n,d 

7i, He3 

I 
The P1F4 routine reads ENDF-B file 4 containing the angular distribu

tion of secondary neutrons. Section 2 (inelastic scattering) and sections 51-90 
'inelastic scattering levels) of this file are copied. 

the P1F5 routine reads ENDF-B file 5, containing energy distribution 
of secondary neutrons. Section 91 (inelastic scatterring from continuum), 
section 16 ( n,2n) and section 18 ( \ distribution) are read, the following 
ENDF-B representation laws are accepted by TESEO : 

LF=1 : tabulated data 
LF=4 : general evaporation spectrum law 
LF=11: energy dependent Watt spectrum law 
LF=7 : evaporation spectrum law 
LF=9 : fission spectrum law 
When n,2n and inelastic scattering data are expressed by the the fission 

spectrum law, this is converted into tabulated data by P1F5 routine. 
The SLAVE3 routines: RRE0,WREC,DELETE,STORE,FETCH, and 

GENTI are used by the first part of the code. 
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Second Part of the Code 

The second part of the code reads the first intermediate files. It converts 
data from the ENDF-B formats to the formats used by the MC2 — II input 
library . Almost all the computations of TESEO are performed in this part 
of the code. A second set of intermediate files is produced by this part of the 
code. The second set of intermediate files contains the data to be inserted in 
the MC2 — II library for each nuclide. Along with these files an index for 
the produced data is written. 

The input of this part of the code consists of a table specifying what kind 
of data are to be produced for each nuclide. 

The main routine of the second part of the code is P2. This routine 
computes tabulated values for the W-functions used to obtain the Doppler 
functions V»,X- The routines VVTABL and W, taken from MC2 — II and 
ETOE code, are used for this calculation. Then the energy boundaries of each 
group are computed. 

The P2 routines calls the routines: 

P2MCF1, P2MCF3, P2MCF4, P2MCF5, P2MCF6, P2MCF7, P2MCF8. 

These routines produce the data for the MC2 — II library files, namely: 

MCC1F1, MCC2F3, MCC2F4, MCC2F5, MCC2F6, MCC2F7, MCC2F8. 

P2 
[P2MCF3J 

P2MCF4 | 

[P2MCF5] 

[P2MCF6 | 

IP2MCF7] 

|P2MCF8 | 

P2MCFT1 

JMCC2F3| 
—r' 1 - . . . . . . . 1 

JMCC2F4I 

JMCC2F51 

JMCC2F6| 

JMCC2F7'| 

JMCC2F8| 

=JMCC2F1| 
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Routine P2MCF3 computes unresolved resonance parameters, and calls 
CALCR3 routine. 

Routine P2MOP4 computes resolved resonance parameters, and calls 
BW routine for Breit-Wigner parameters and A A routine for Adler Adler 
parameters. BW routine computes interference terms for the Breit-Wigner 
multi-level formulae. SELRl routine is used to discard those resonances 
which lie out of the ENDF-B resonance energy range. 

The P2MCF5 routine produces ultrafine group cross sections and calls 
SMOOT routine for ultrafine group smooth cross section calculations. This 
routine calls BROAD routine / l l / to perform the Doppler broadening of tab
ulated cross sections. The UNRES routine, called by P2MCF5 for unresolved 
resonance calculations, is the main routine of a program by Toppel, which 
consists of some routines of MC2 - II : UNRINT, QUICKJ, MATRIX, 
WZERO, QUICKW. 

RES routine computes resolved-resonance cross sections from ENDF-
B resonance parameters. Breit-Wigner single or multi-level parameters are 
accepted. RES routine, called by P2MCF5, reads parameters, computes 
interference terms and defines the resonance energy range. LINSIG routine 
is called by RES to produce a table of linear interpolate resonance cross 
sections, INTSl routine is used to integrate this data over groups. SIGRR is 
called for the resonance cross section computation at a single energy point. 
This routine utilizes QUICKW and WZERO ( MC2 - II routines ) for 
the Doppler functions computation. SCATP routine computes the potential 
scattering cross section. 

Nil routine is called by P2MCF5 for the computation of i/, average 
number of neutrons per fission; routines from ETOE are used by Nil to 
obtain a polynomial expression from the ENDF-B tabulated data for v. 
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P2MCF5 
"SMOOTH I | BROAD I 

[Nil i 

I 

1 

JNRESJ INPUT | 

RES 

UNRINU 
* 

ÌNTÙN flNTSlI 

ILINSIG SIGRR 

INTSl | 

SCATP.J 
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P2MGF6 routine computes secondary energy distribution for n,2n and 
anelastic reactions. This routine calls P2F6SG for ultrafine group cross 
section, P2F6LV for discrete levels, P2F6EV for evaporation spectra and 
P2F6TB for tabulated data. The produced data are written on temporary 
data sets to be reordered ( logical numbers 90-98 ). P2F6RB reads and 
reorders these data. The structure of this part of the code is rather compli
cated, due to the complexity of the data to be handled. 

P2MCF6 1 

IP2F6SGÌ 

[P2F61V"L 1 units: 90,91,92 

[P^F6EV~L 1 units: 93,94,95,96 
[P2F6TBL | units: 97,98 

1P2F6RB~L | un|tsL91:98j 

P2MCF7 routine produces fission spectrum data file MCC2F7. 

P2MCF8 routine produces angular distribution data for elastic scattering. 
Data are interpolated by using the SLAVE3 routines. Tabulated angular data 
are transformed into Legendre polynomial coefficients by TABPL routine. 
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Third Part of the Code 

This part of the code reads the second group of intermediate files and 
produces the A/02 — 77 library files. 

The main routine for this part of the code is the P3 routine which reads 
the input and the index of the second group of intermediate files. With these 
data P3 builds a table which contains, for each nuclide to be included in the 
MC* — 11 library, some pointers to the index specifying the data to be 
treated. For materials which have multiple-isotope resonance data the table 
contains a pointer to an isotope table. The isotope table contains pointers to 
the index. 

The P3 routine calls the routines: P3MCF1, P3MCF3, P3MCF4, P3MCF5, 
P3MCF6, P3MCF7, P3MCF8. These routines reorder data, collect data 
for different materials and write the MC2 - II library files: MCC2F1, 
MCC2F3, MCC2F4, MCC2F5, MCC2F6, MC02F7, MCC2F8. 

P3 

P3MCF3 

[P3MCF4] 

P3MCF5 1 

P3MCF6L 

P3MCF7 

P3MCF8 

P3MCF1 

P3F51 

READ6-C0MPAT 

P3MC7N 1 

P3MF81-tab. data 
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The P3MCP3 routine writes the MC2 - II library file MCC2F3, 
containing unresolved resonance parameters. The P3MCF4 routine writes the 
MCC2F4 file containing resolved resonance parameters. 

The P3MCF5 routine writes the MCC2F5 file, containing ultrafine 
group smooth cross sections and calls P3F51 routine. This routine com
putes the total cross section by summing the cross section of the reactions: 
elastic and anelastic scattering , fission , (11,7) , {n,p) , (n,d) , (n,a) , 
(n, J/3) , (n, He3) , (n,2n) . Resonance contributions are also added to the 
smooth cross sections for those materials with no resonance parameters in 
MCC2F3 and MCC2F4 files. 

At user request, ultrafine group cross sections are written on a binary file, 
so that they can be read and plotted by the user. 

The P3MCF6 routine writes the MC02F6 file, containing (n,2n) and 
anelastic scattering secondary energy distributions. The P3MCF6 routine 
calls READ6 and COMPAT routines. 

The P3MCF7 routine produces the MGC2F7 file which contains fission 
spectrum data and tabulated data for the v. These data are produced by 
P3MC7N routine. 

The P3MCF8 and P3MF81 routines produce the MCC2F8 file containing 
the secondary angular distributions for elastic scattering. 

The MCC2F8 file also contains tabulated data to be used by MC2 -
II . These data arc computed by routines taken from ETOE program and 
included in MCC2F8 file. These ETOE routines are: TMATRX, MODPAR, 
LEGPOL, MATRIX, TMATRI, TMATRY, CLEB. The BLOCK DATA is 
also a part of this group of routines. 

The routine P3MCF1 produces the MCC2F1 file, containing general 
information about the produced MC2 - II library files. 

At user request the MC2 -II library file MCC2F2, containing 
tabulated values of functions to be used by MC2 -II , is produced 
by routine FTABLE. This routine calls: VVTABL, EI, E3, EXPFCT, KI3, 
ESCAPE, FXPTBL and ETABLE routines. This group of routines has been 
taken from ETOE code. 
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Fourth Part of the Code 

The fourth part of the code reads the MC2 — II library files and copies 
selected data into a set of second intermediate files, an index of these files is 
also produced. 

The main routine for this part of the code is the P4 routine which calls 
the routines: 
P4MCF1, P4MCF3, P4MCF4, P4MCF5, P4MCF6, P4MGF7, P4MCF8, 
which read, respectively, the files: 
MCC2F1, MCC2F3, MCC2F4, MCC2F5, MCC2F6, MCC2F7, MCC2F8. 
Part of the MC02F1 file is read by P4 routine. Not all the data of these files 
are copied, but for MCC2F3, MCG2F4 and part of MCC2F5 only an index of 
the contained data is produced. 

The fourth part of TESEO code has been written to allow a merging and 
updating of different MC2 — II libraries. This is done in the following way: 
a) a run of the fourth part of TESEO (P4 in the figure) produces a set of 

second intermediate files from an MC'2 — / / library (at right in the 
figure); 

b) a run of the first and second part of TESEO produces also a set of second 
intermediate files from ENDF-B data (at left in the figure). 

c) The two sets of second intermediate files are merged by the third part of 
TESEO ( P3 in the figure) into a single MC2 - II library, which is an 
updating of the original MC'2 — II library. 
In a similar way two MC2 - II libraryies can be merged together. 
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ENDF-B files MC2-II library 

PI 

First intermediate files 

P2 P4 

[Second intermediate files | | Second intermediate files 

P3 

updated MC2-II library 
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Description of Commons 

The TESEO code utilizes a number of COMMON to store the data which 
are used by many different routines. In the following pages a short description 
of these COMMON is given. 

COMMON MAXA,AD(800000) 

The blank common contains a working space used in the code. The main 
routines subdivide this space into arrays which are passed, as arguments, to 
the subroutines which do the calculations. 

This working space is also used for the routines of SLAVE3 program. 
Parameter MAD of the main routine is the number of words in the array 
AD; MAXA is the number of words in the AD array which are used by the 
SLAVE3 routines. 

COMMON /RECS/ MAT, MF, MT, CI, C2, LI, L2, NI, N2, NBT(200), 
JNT(200), NIX, N2X, NS, LX, LY, LB 

COMMON /DENS/ JMT, JAT, JTT, JLT, LA, JNS, MNS, JX, MX 

The SLAVE3 routines, which handle ENDF-B data, use these commons 
to store ENDF-B records. In RECS common a single ENDF-B record is 
stored, as read by SLAVE3 routines; DENS common is used to store a great 
number of ENDF-B records in a packed format. For more information about 
the use of these commons see ref / 6 / . A modified version of SLAVE3 has been 
used in TESEO code/12/, in which the arrays containing the data have been 
substituted by pointers to the data in the blank common. 

MAT is the ENDF-B material number; 
MF is the ENDF-B file number ; 
MT is the ENDF-B reaction number; 
C1,C2,L1,L2 are ENDF-B identifiers for an ENDF-B record; 
NBT contains the interpolation range identifiers and J NT the correspond

ing interpolation codes for an ENDF-B record. 
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N1X=200 is the dimension of NBT and JNT. It is the maximum number 
of allowed interpolation regions. 

N2X=70000 is the maximum number of tabulated points in an ENDF-B 
record. 
LX.LY and LB are three pointers to the arrays in the blank common which 
contain the ENDF-B record referred to by REGS common. 

NS is a card counter used by SLAVE3 routines. 
MX is the maximum number of ENDF-B records which can be stored at 

the same time. 
JX is the number of words used in the blank common to store these 

records. 
JMX and MNS are flags used by SLAVE3 routines. 
JMT,JAT,JTT,JLT, and LA are pointers to the data in the blank com

mon. 

COMMON /COMM/ C,IC(6),AC(4) 
REAL*8 C 

This common contains the last input command read by TESEO . 
C is the command name, IC! are the integer and AC! are the real parameters of 
the command. 

COMMON /FILES/ NT(4,99) 

This common contains pointers which identify the files used by the code. 
NT(l,i) is, for each file number "i", the logical number of the file as 

specified on the DD statement of the JCL cards. 
NT(2,i),NT(3,i),NT(4,i) are used by some subroutines to store the 

number of the last accessed record in the file, this data is used to make the 
search of data faster. 

NT(3,i) is used to store the number of the first empty record of the file 
(=last record t- 1 ) 

NT(4,i) is used to store the number of the next record in the file. 
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COMMON /OPZIO/ OPZ(4,8,10) 

This common contains the calculation options; these options are defined 
in subroutine TARNIZ and can be changed by the user at run time. 

In OPZ(ij.k) the number i means the part of the code: 1 for the first 
part, 2 for the second etc; the number j means the routine which performs the 
calculations.: for the first part: 1 for PlFl , 2 for P2f2 etc.; for the second part: 
1 for P2MCF1, 2 for P2MCF2 etc. The number k is an index which identifies 
the option. 

COMMON /DIM/ M(5) 

This common contains length parameters: 
M( 1) is the length of the input table of the first part of the code 
M(2) is the length of the index of the first intermediate files 
M(3) is the length of the input table of the second part of the code 
M(4) is the length of the index of the second intermediate files 
M(5) is the length of the input table of the third part of the code 

COMMON/DIMC/MMA,MINDX1,MINDX2,MMIX1,MMIX2, 
M0PZ1,M0PZ2,M0PZ3,MM,MN1X,MN2X,MJX,MMX, 
MNT1,MNT2,MIND11,MIND12 

This common contains dimension parameters for some arrays: 
MMA= number of words in the blank common 
MINDX1,MINDX2= dimension of array in 

COMMON /1NDX/ INDX(MINDX1,MINDX2) 
MMIX1,MMIX2= dimension of array in 

COMMON /MIX/ MIX(MMIX1,MMIX2) 
MOPZl,MOPZ2,MOPZ3= dimension of array in 

COMMON /OPZIO/ OPZ(MOPZ1,MOPZ2,MOPZ3) 
MM= dimension of array in common /DIM/ M(MM) 
MN1X,MN2X= N1X.N2X = dimension parameters for 

COMMON /RECS/. 
MJX.MMX = JX.MX = dimension parameters for COMMON /DENS/. 
MNT1,MNT2= dimension parameters for 

COMMON /FILES/ N'1(MNT1,MNT2) 
MIND11,MIND12= dimension of array in 

COMMON/INDX1/INDX1(MIND11,MIND12) 
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COMMON /INDX/AINDX(40,200) 
This common contains the index of the first intermediate files. AINDX(ij) 

contains for each type of data (j), 40 numbers describing the data. The most 
of these numbers are ENDF-B parameters. For more information about their 
meaning see ref /7 / . 

AINDX(1 j )= MAT : ENDF-B identifier for the material. 
AINDX(2 j )= MF : ENDF-B file for the data. 
AINDX(3j)=: MT : ENDF-B identifier for the reaction. 
AINDX(4j)= ZA : ENDF-B identifier for the material. 
AINDX(5 j ) - AWR : mass of the materia] (in neutron mass unit). 
AINDX(6j)= NIS: number of isotopes (used only for resonance data) 
AINDX(7 j ) - T : ENDF-B temperature 

datatype MF MT AINDX(8j) AINDX(9j) AINDX(lOj) 

v 1 452 0 0 LNU 
Energy per fission 1 458 0 0 0 

Scattering radius and 2 151 ZAI ABN LFW 

resonance parameters 

a smooth 3 MT Q value 0 LIS 

Energy per fission 
and 3 MT Q value 0 LIS 

energy per capture 

Angular data for 4 2 0 0 LVT 
elastic scattering 

Angular data for 4 51-90 0 0 LVT 
anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution 
for 5 91 U:Qvalue 0 NK 

anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution 5 16 U:Q value 0 NK 
for n,2n 

Fission Spectrum 5 18 U:Q value 0 NK 
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LNU=1 for LIST rccord,LNU=2 for TABI ENDF-B record 
ZAI=identifier for material 
ABN=abundancc for the isotope 
LFW=l,for unresolved resonances, means that Tf is energy dependent 

,LIS = identifier for the state of target nucleus 
MT= ENDF-B reaction flag,(see ref. / 7 / ) 
LVT=1 for U matrix given in ENDF-B files 
NK= number of distribution laws 

data typ AINDX(11 j ) AINDX(12j) AINDX(13J) AINDX(14j) AINDX(5j) 

K'.OF 
0 

LFS 

NER 

LFS 

LTT 

LTT 

LT 

Co 
0 
0 

LRU 

LT 

LI 

LI 

LF=1,9 

Ci 

0 
LR 

LRF 

LR 

LCT 

LCT 

NE 

C2 

EFISS 
NR 

EL 

NR 

NK 

NK 

U 

Cz 
EFISS 1 

NP 

EH 

NP 

NM 

NM 

0 

Energy per fission 
Energy per capture 

Scattering radius and 
resonance parameters 

a smooth 

Angular data for 
elastic scattering 

Angular data for 
anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution for 
anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution for 
n,2n 

Fission energy distribution 

LRF=1,2,3 for: SLBW,MLBW,AA representation; 
EL,EH— energy limits for data; 
NCOF is the number of polynomial coefficient C{ describing the v; 
EFISS,EFISS1= Energy per fission, EFISS1 includes energy of neutrinos; 
NER=number of energy ranges; LRU=0,1,2 for: scattering radius, resolved ,unresolved data; 
LFS,LT,LR= ENDF-B identifiers for reaction; 
NR=interpolation intervals ; NP=tabulated points; 
LTT=1 or 2 for Legendre or tabulated data; 
LI=1 for isotrope data; 
LCT=1 or 2 for laboratory or centre of mass system; 
NK= U matrix elements ;NM- Legendre components; 
LF=1,9,7,11 for : tabulated data, evaporation spectrum, fission spectrum or Watt spectrum; 
NE=energy points ; U=energy distribution parameter; 

LT 

LT 

LF=1,9 

LF=7,11 

NE 

NE 

U 

U 0 
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AINDX(16J)= SPI : spin of target nucleus ,for resonance data; 
= S : ENDF B temperature flag, for data from ENDF-B file 3; 
= NR : number of interpolation energy range for angular distribution 

data. 
AINDX(17j)= AP : scattering radius from ENDF-B , for resonance data; 
= Q value for data fron ENDF-B file 3; 
= NE : number of energy points, for angular distribution data; 

AINDX(18 j ) = NLS : ENDF-B angular momentum flag, for resonance 
data; 

— NPI MAX : maximum number of Legendre components, for angular 
distribution data . 

AINDX(19j)= JMX : ENDF-B angular momentum flag, for resonance 
data; 

= MAXPT : maximum number of tabulated data, for angular distribu
tion data. 

AINDX(20j)= MODE : format of ENDF-B tape 
AINDX(21 j ) = logical unit number of ENDF-B tape 
AINDX(22j)= number of ENDF-B tai>e : ( NT(1,INDX1(21 j ) ) 
AINDX(23 J ) - logical unit number of the intermediate file 
AINDX(24 j )= number of the intermediate file : ( NT(1,INDX1(21 j) ) 
AINDX(25j)= first card on intermediate file for the data 

The data on the first intermediate files are in ENDF-B format type 3 
(M0DE=3) and consist of 80-columns cards; an ENDF-B record spans over 
more cards. AINDX(25 j ) points to the HEAD ENDF-B record, for resonance 
data to the record» after the first CONT record for the isotope and energy 
range and for energy distribution to the first TABI record. 

AINDX(26j)- number of cards for the data in the intermediate files. For 
resonance data the SEND ENDF-B record is not included in this number. 
For energy distribution data this is the number of cards from the TABI 
record to the end of the data belonging to the same distribution law. 

AINDX(27,j)= number of ENDF-B records for the data. For resonance 
data the SEND ENDF-B record is not included in this number. 

AINDX(28,j)= Isotope number for resonance data, otherwise 0. 
AINDX(29 j )= Energy range for resonance data, otherwise 0 . 
AINDX(30j)= 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 for : MCC2F1.MCC2F2 ..MCC2F8 data. 
AINDX(31,j)= record identifier for produced data. 
AINDX(32,j)= record identifier for produced data. 
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data type 

V 

Energy per fission 
(from ENDF-B sect.458) 

Energy per capture 
Energy per fission 

(from ENDF-B file 3 ) 
Scattering Radius 

Unresolved 
resonance parameters 

Resolved 
resonance parameters 

a smooth 
n,2n or 

anelastic 
(from ENDF-B file 3 ) 

Angular data for 
elastic scattering 

Angular data for 
anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution for 
anelastic scattering 

Energy distribution 
for n,2n 

Energy distribution 
for fission 

AINDX(30j) AINDX(31 j ) AINDX(32j) AINDX(33j) AINDX(34j) 

5 
1 

1 
1 

1 

3 

4 

5 
6 

8 

6 
0 

6 

6 

7 

2 
3 

3 
3 

6 

5 

5 

0 
NRCl 

4 

NRCl 
0 

NRCl 

NRCl 

0 

11 
4 

10 
5 

0 

0 

0 

0 
NRC2 

0 

NRC2 
0 

1 

2 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

NRC1=1,2,3,4 for total,single level .fission or evaporation law, tabulated data 
NRC2= 1,2,3 for anelastic, n,2n ,/* data 
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AINDX(35j),AINDX(36,j)= REAL*8 identifier for material. 
AINDX(37j)= temperature . 
AINDX(38j)= energy points for unresolved resonances, number of 

resonances for resolved resonances, otherwise 0 . 
AINDX(39j)= NX=nuniber of background data for Adler-Adler parame

ters, otherwise 0 . 
AINDX(40 j ) = AWRI= nucleus mass for resonance data, otherwise 0 . 

The third part of the code uses the COMMON /INDX/ to store a table of 
data to be included in the final MO2 — II library. This table contains the 
number of the records of the second index file which describe the data to be 
read. 

For each material "i" to be included in the library, INDX(j,i) contains the 
following data: 

INDX(l,i) ,lNDX(2,i) = REAL*8 material name 
INDX(3,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F1 file 
INDX(4,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F3 file 
INDX(5,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F4 file 
INDX(6,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F7 file 

ultrafine group smooth cross section data : 
INDX(7,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: <rel 

INDX(8,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: a/ 

INDX(9,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: <rn,7 

INDX(lO.i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: on<p 

INDX(ll,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: <rntD 

INDX(12,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: <rn,Hi 
INDX(13,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: *n,ife3 
INDX(14,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: <7„,a 

lNDX(15,i) •— number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: fftotal 
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ultrafine group unresolved resonance cross sections : 
INDX(16,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: aei 
INDX(17,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: Of 
INDX(18,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: an>7 

INDX(19,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: potential scattering 

INDX(20,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: atotal 

ultrafine group resolved resonance cross sections : 

file 

file 

file 

file 

file 

INDX(21,i) = 

INDX(22,i) = 

°S 
INDX(23,i) = 
<V7 

INDX(24,i) = 

number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

number of the 

number of the 
potential scattering 

INDX(25,i) = 

"'total 

number of the 

index record containing data for MCC2F5 

index record containing data for MCC2F5 

index record containing data for MCC2F5 
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ultrafine group resolved resonance cross sections : 
for Background of Adler-Adler formalism : 

INDX(26,i) — number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
fife: <rei 

INDX(27,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: Of 

INDX(28,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: <rn>7 

INDX(29,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: potential scattering 

INDX(30,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: atotai 

INDX(31,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: _ * 

v (expressed as polynomial coefficients) 
INDX(32,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F6 

file: anelastic and n,2n secondary energy distribution 

INDX(33,i) — number of the index record containing data for MCC2F8 
file: elastic scattering angular distributions and tabulated data 

INDX(34,i)-unused 
INDX(35,i)-unused 
INDX(36,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F7 

file: v (expressed as tabulated data ) 
INDX(37,i)- unused 

INDX(38,i)- unused 
INDX(39,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 

file: n,2n cross section to be summed to total 

INDX(40,i) = number of the index record containing data for MCC2F5 
file: anelastic scattering cross section to be summed to total 

For resonance data, when a material is composed of many isotopes in 
ENDF-B libraries, the number in INDX(.,i) is negative. Negative numbers 
are pointers to an isotope table, stored in blank common, which contains, for 
each isotope, the data which are placed in AINDX( 16,i)-AlNDX(25,i) when 
no isotope structure is given. 
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COMMON /MIX/MIX( 15,300) 

This common contains the input table (see the input description). 

For the first part of the code this commons contains: 
MlX(ly), MIX(2,i) = REAL*8 material name 
MIX(3,i) = number of the file in which data are stored. 
MIX(4,i) = format of ENDF-B tap. 
MIX(5,i) = output file number 
MIX(6,i) = MAT: material identifier for ENDF-B formats. 
MIX(7,i) = MF : file identifier for ENDF-B formats. 
MIX(8,i) = MT : reaction identifier for ENDF-B formats. 
MIX(9,i)-MIX(15,i): unused 

For the second part of the code this common contains: 
MIX(l,i), MIX(2,i) = REA 1/8 output material name 
MIX(3,i), MIX(4,i) = REAI/8 input material name 
MIX(5,i) — output file number 
MIX(6,i)= MC2-ll library file number for produced data: 1 for MCC2F1 
file, 3 for MCC2F3 etc. 
MIX(7,i) = unresolved resonance flag (see the input description) 
MIX(8,i) = resolved resonance flag (see the input description) 
MIX(9,i) = smooth cross section flag (see the input description) 
MIX(10,i) = v flag (see the input description) 
MIX(ll,i) = Doppler broadening flag (see the input description) 
MIX(12,i) = x fl^g (see the input description) 
MIX(13,i) = x average top energy or potential scattering 
MIX(14,i) = x average bottom energy or energy per capture 
MIX(15,i) = temperature for Doppler broadening or energy per fission 

For the third part of the code this common contains: 
MIX(l,i), MIX(2,i) = REAL*8 output material name 
MIX(3,i), MIX(4,i) = REAI/8 input material name 
MIX(5,i) = MC2 - 7/ library file number to be produced: 1 for MCC2F1 
file, 3forMCC2F3etc. 
MIX(6,i) = data typo selection flag (see the input description) 
MIX(7,i) = reaction selection flag (see the input description) 
MIX(8,i) = 0.0 
MIX(9,i)-MIX(15,i): unused. 
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COMMON RCIFI/NMAT.NGROUP.NRESMT.NUNRMT.MSORS, 
NPASS,NPL,IPTMAX, ETOP, DELTAU,MANY1,MMAT,NMAX 

This common contains the data of the first record of the MCC2F1 
MC2 - II library file. These data describe the A/C2 - / / library. 

NMAT= number of materials 
NGROUP= number of groups 
NRESMT= number of materials with resolved resonance data 
NUNRMT= number of materials with unresolved resonance data 
MSORS= number of materials with fission spectrum data 
NPASS= number of groups of data in MCC2F8 file 
NPL = number of Legendre components in MCC2F8 file for tabulated data 
IPTMAX= maximum number of Legendre components 
ETOP = upper energy for MC2 - II library 
DELTAU= lethargy interval for MC2 - II library 
MANYl = number of words for each block of data in MCC2F8 
MMAT = number of materials in MCC2F6 file 
NM AX = maximum number of groups for a material in MOC2F6 file 

COMMON /1NDX1/AINDX1(40,200) 

This common contains the index of the second intermediate files. 
AINDXl(lj) contains for each type of data j , 40 numbers describing the data: 

AINDXl(l,j)= MAT : ENDF-B identifier fcr the material. 
AINDXl(2,j)= MF : ENDF-B file for the data. This number is negative 

for data processed by the fourth part of the code 
AINDXl(3,j)= MT : ENDF-B identifier for the reaction. For data 

processed by the fourth part of the code this number is 18.0 for v or \ data, 
2 for angular distributions; otherwise zero 

AINDXl(4,j)= ZA : ENDF-B identifier for the material. For data 
processed by the fourth part of the code this number is 0.0 

AINDXl(5,j)= AWR : mass of the material (in neutron mass unit). 
AINDXl(6,j)-AlNDXl(7,j)= REAL*8 material name 
AINDXl(8,j)-AINDXl(9,j)= REAL*8 material name 
AINDX1( J0,j)= number of isotopes for resonance data, otherwise 0.0 
AINDX1(11 j )= number of MC2 - / / library file: 1 for MCC2F1, 3 for 

MCC2F3 etc. 
AINDXl(12,j)-AINDXl(13,j)= other reaction identifiers: 
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data type 

Scattering radius 
and 
energy per fission 
or capture 

Resonance Parameters 
-Unresolved 
-Resolved : 
- - B W 
- - A A 
- - AA(Background) 

Ultrafine group 
data file: 
-V 

-Unresolved a 
-Resolved a 
-Smooth a 

X data file 
Energy distributions 
Angular distributions 

Tabulated data for 
angular distribution 
file 

AINDXl(12j)=3i 
contained in the same 

AlNDXl(ll,j) AINDXl(12j) AINDXl(13j) 

if both 
record 

1 

3 

4 
4 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

7 
6 
8 

8 

angular 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
3 
3 
3 

1 
0 
1 

2 

distributions 

0 

0 

0 
0 
2 

11 
1 
2 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

and tabulated data are 
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AINDXl(14j)=logical unii number of intermediate file containing the 
data ( NT(l,AINDXl(15j)) ). This is zero for data which are entirely placed 
in the index, such as Adler-Adler background and u expressed as polynomial 
coefficients. 

AINDXl(15j)= number identifier of the second intermediate file contain

ing the data. 

AINDXl(16 j)— first record on intermediate file for the data. For Adler-
Adler background AINDXl(16j)-AINDXl(39j) contain the background 
ENDF-B parameters: ATU AT2 • • • ATt, BTj • • • BTt, AF^-BFx-- ACx •BCi- BCA. 

AINDX1(17 j ) = number of records for the data. It is 0 for scattering 
radius, 2 for unresolved resonance parameters, (NPKOU-1) for BW resonance 
parameters, 1 for v (if expressed as tabulated data), 1 for ultrafine group 
cross sections or \ , (2+3 NMAX) for energy distributions. 

AINDX1(18,J) and AINDXl(19,j) are flags specifying the number of 
words in the records of data. For unresolved resonance parameters they 
correspond respectively to the number of words of the first and second 
record of data. For resolved resonance parameters they mean the number of 
resonances ( NRS ) and the number of resonance parameters (8 for BWSL.16 
for BWML, 10 for A A representations) .For v tabulated data they mean the 
number of tabulated points ( NE ) and for energy distributions the maximum 
number of words for record 4 ( AMAXW4) of produced data. 

AINDXl(20,j) is the number of groups; for resonance parameters data it 
is the number of isotopes. 

AINDX1(21 j)=EUP upper energy of MC2 - / / library. 
= Z : number of protons in target nucleus,for scattering radius data 
= LFW for unresolved resonance parameters 

(LFW=1 for Tf energy energy dependent) 
= LRF resolved resonance parameters 

(LRF=1,2 or3 for BWSL.BWML or A A ) 

AINDXl(22,j)=DEUJ lethargy interval for MC2 ~ II library. 
= A for scattering radius data ( A= mass number ) 
= 2 for unresolved resonance parameters 
= EMX for resolved resonance parameters (Maximum energy) 
= IWR for resolved resonance parameters 

(IWR=1,2 or3 for BWSI..AA or BWML) 
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data type 

Scattering radius 
and 

energy per fission 
or capture 

Resonance Parameters: 
-Unresolved 
-Resolved : 

- - A A(Backgrounnd) 

Ultrafine group 
data: 

-V 

-Unresolved a 
-Resolved <r 

AINDXl(23j) AINDX(24j) 

SIGP EFISS 

NLS 
IWR 
BT4 ' 

• 

0 
0 
0 

JMX 
SPI 
AFl 

0 
NLAST 
NLAST 

AINDXl(25j) 

ECATT 

NE 
AP 

AF2 

5 
2 
3 

Smooth* NREAZ NLAST 1 
NREAZ= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 for: 

^eli <Tf, <TC, (*n,p, «'n.di ^n.Z/S, <*n,He3j <^n,a, OloU <*n,2n, Panel 

X data 
Energy distributions 
Angular distributions 
and tabulated data for 
angular distribution 

file 

NK 
0 

NPASS 

LF=7 
NINEL 

NPL 

NE 
N2NTH 

IPTMAX 

IWR=1,2 or 3 for BWSL.AA.BWML SIGP= potential scattering 
EFISS,ECATT= energy per fission and capture 
NLS= angular momentum flag 
JMX= angular momentum flag 
NE= number of energy points 
SPI= spin of target nucleus 
AP= scattering radius (see / 6 / ) 
NLAST= last group in which data are present 
NPASS= number of blocks for MCC2F8 file 
NPL =number of Legeiidre components for tabulated data in MCC2F8 file 
IPTMAX= maximum number of Legendre components in MCC2F8 file 
NINEL,N2NTH= flags for MCC2F6 reactions specification 
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datatype AINDXl(26j) AlNDX(27j) AINDXl(28j) 

Scattering radius 
and EF1SS1 EFISSN1 EC ATTI 

energy per fission 
or capture 

Resonance Parameters: 
-Unresolved ABN AWRI Scatt.Radius 
-resolved: ABN NLS 0 

- - AA (Backgrounnd) AF3 AF4 BF1 

Ultrafine group 
data file: 

-v 0 LNU 5 
-Unresolved a NREACl 0 NFIRST 

-Resolved a NREACl LRF NFIRST 
-Smooth a 0 0 0 

NREACl= 1,2,3,4,5 for: aei, irj,ac,potential scattering, atot 

X data file Q 0 0 
Energy distributions NLVLS N2NLV MAXI 

Angular distributions MANY1 LGTH NR 
and tabulated data for 
angular distribution 

file 

EFISS1= Energy per fission from ENDF-B section: MT=428 
EFISSN1= same as EFISSl, but energy of neutrinos accounted for 
ECATT1= Energy from reactions n,p n,LNU=l for polynomial coefficient 
representation; 2 for tabulated data 
LRF= fission flag 
NFIRST= first group for which data are given 
NLVLS,N2NLV,MAX1= flags for MCC2F6 reactions specification 
MANY1,LGTH,NR= flags for MCC2F8 data specification 

AINDXl(29,j)= Channel radius for unresolved resonance parameters 
= KT , interpolation law flag, for i> data 
= IL, parameter specifying MCC2f8 data, for angular distributions. 
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For energy distributions the values in AINDXl(29j)-AINDXl(36j) contain 
the following parameters which specify the structure of the MCC2F6 file: 
MAX2)MAX3,MAX4,NSINK1)NSINK2,NUMREC,MAXREC,NMAX 

For scattering radius and material foe which an isotope structure is given 
in ENDF-B ,the scattering radius and abundance of up to 5 isotopes are 
contained in AINDXI(30j)-AINDXl(39j). 

For resonance parameters data AINDX1(32 j) and AINDX1(33 j ) contain 
the lower and upper limits of the resonance energy range; AINDX1(34 j ) the 
isotope number and A1NDX1(35J) the ENDF-B energy range number. 

AlNDXl(40j) is the temperature for ultrafine group cross section calcula
tion. 

The number of isotopes, the abundance of the isotope and the isotope 
mass are stored in AINDXl(35j)-AINDXl(36 j ) for ultrafine group resonance 
cross sections, when an isotope structure is given in ENDF-B libraries 

When the v is given as a polynomial expression, the coefficients are stored 
in AlNDXl(34j)-AINDXl(37j) 

AINDX1(38 j ) and AINDX1(39 j ) are used in P3MCF6 routine to store 
some flags defined during the calculations. 

The following commons are used by the UNRES program by Toppel. This 
code has been inserted in TESEO to compute unresolved resonance cross 
sections from resonance parameters. The contents of these commons has been 
modified with respect to the original MG'2 - / / subroutines. 
COMMON /OUTPUT/ NOUT.INP 
COMMON /INTEGL/ BETA.THETA.A.FJ.RHO.HH.TESTl, 

FJN,FJ2N,TERM2,FJT 
COMMON /DRCUNR/ TEMPM,ABUNDI,AM,CMCOR,LSTI,JSTI,IFIS, 

NP0RTR,NIIERM,NHERM2,N0VRLP,MAT,NPT1,RPENTR, 
RPSHFT,NGUS13,NGUS9,WATE13,WATE9,SIGP 

COMMON /UNRDAT/ ETA(5), 
AVGGM(5),AVGGM2(5),AVGTO(5),AVGT02(5),AVGR2(5), 
VECTOR(5),AVGFS(5),AVGFS2(5),E1(10),E2(10), 
ANORM(10),A11(25),A12(25),D11(25),D12(25), 
AMATRX(25), 
JST(3),G(12),NDFN(12),NDFF(12), 
AVGCS(5),AVGCS2(5), 
NDFX(12) 

The following common is used in some ETOE routines which have been 
inserted in TESEO code: 

COMMON /FACTRL/FAC(101),NFAC(101) 
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Logical units used by TESEO code 
The following units are used by the code. All the unit numbers can be 

changed at run time by the input command : "PILE" . 

Index binary files (scratch files) 

unit number: 1 - used by P2 for index ordering 
unit number: 2 - index of first intermediate files 
unit number: 4 - index of second intermediate files for data from P2 
unit number: 3 - index of second intermediate files for data from P4 

On these files the index is written as groups of records of the form: 
- first record: N ( number of records of the group) 
- N records of 40 words each: ( AINDX(J,I),J=1,40 ) ( where J runs from 1 to 
N) 

Input - Output files 

unit number: 5 - input 
unit number: 6 - printed output 
unit number: 11 - prompts for input and code messages 
unit number: 12 - auxiliary printed output ( as the produced index records ) 

Multigroup cross sections can be written on a user-chosen file in the 
format (one recon' for each cross section): 
NWDS,NAME,NREAC)NMAT,0,())NG1)NGF>(SIG(J),J=NG1,NCJF) 
where: 
NWDS= number of REAL*4 words in the record 
NAME= REAI/8 name of material 
REAC= REAL*8 name of the reaction 
NREAC= reaction number 
NMAT= material number 
NG1= first group for which data are supplied 
NGF= last group for which data are supplied 
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Temporary files for energy distributions 
used by the second part of the code (MCC2F6 and related routines) 

unit number: 90 - /Z for inelastic scattering (discrete level representation) 
unit number: 91 - cross sections for inelastic scattering (discrete level representation ) 
unit number: 92 - cross sections for n,2n reaction (discrete level representation ) 
unit number: 93 - evaporation spectrum probability for inelastic scattering 
unit number: 94 - evaporation spectrum temperature for inelastic scattering 
unit number: 95 - evaporation spectrum probability for n,2n reaction 
unit number: 96 - evaporation spectrum temperature for n,2n reaction 
unit number: 97 - tabulated data for elastic scattering 
unit number: 98 - tabulated data for n,2n reaction 

unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

Produced MC 

- MCC2F1 file : 
- MCC2F2 file : 
- MCC2F3 file : 
- MCC2F4 file : 
- MC02F5 file : 
- MCC2F6 file : 
- MCC2F7 file : 
- MCC2F8 file : 

2 — 11 binary library files 

general data 
tabulated data for special functions 
unresolved resonance parameters 
resolved resonance parameters 
ultrafine group smooth cross sections 
energy distributions for n,2n and inelastic scattering 
fission spectrum data 
elastic scattering angular distributions 

unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 
unit number: 

Defaults for MC 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

- MCC2F1 file : 
- MC02F2 file : 
- MCC2F3 file : 
- MOC2F4 file : 
- MC!C2F5file: 
- MC!02F6file: 
- MC02F7 file : 
- M002F8 file : 

2 — II library to be updated 

general data 
tabulated data for special functions 
unresolved resonance parameters 
resolved resonance parameters 
ultrafine group smooth cross sections 
energy distributions for n,2n and inelastic scattering 
fission spectrum data 
elastic scattering angular distributions 
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Defaults for first intermediate files 

unit number: 21 - for ENDF-B file 1 data 
unit number: 22 - for ENDF-B file 2 data 
unit number: 23 - for ENDF-B file 3 data 
unit number: 24 - for ENDF-B file 4 data 
unit number: 25 - for ENDF-B file 5 data 

Defaults for second intermediate files produced by the second part of TESEO 

unit number: 31 - data for MCC2F1 file 
unit number: 32 - data for MCC2F2 file 
unit number: 33 - data for MCC2F3 file 
unit number: 34 - data for MCC2F4 file 
unit number: 35 - data for MCC2F5 file 
unit number: 36 - data for MCC2F6 file 
unit number: 37 - data for MCC2F7 file 
unit number: 38 - data for MC02F8 file 

general data 
tabulated data for special.functions 
unresolved resonance parameters 
resolved resonance parameters 
ultrafine group smooth cross sections 
energy distributions for n,2n and inelastic scattering 
fission spectrum data 
elastic scattering angular distributions 

unit number: 8 
unit number: 13-19 

Input library in ENDF-B format 

- is used if nothing is specified by the user 
- are usually used 

Defaults for second intermediate files produced by the fourth part of TESEO 

unit number: 61 - data for MCC2F1 file : general data 
unit number: 62 - data for MCC2F2 file 
unit number: 63 - data for MCC2F3 file 
unit number: 64 - data for MCC2F4 file 
unit number: 65 - data for MCC2F5 file 
unit number: 66 - data for MCC2F6 file 
unit number: 67 ; data for MCC2F7 file 
unit number: 68 - data for MCC2F8 file 

tabulated data for special functions 
unresolved resonance parameters 
resolved resonance parameters 
ultrafine group smooth cross sections 
energy distributions for n,2n and inelastic scattering 
fission spectrum data 
elastic scattering angular distributions 
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CHAPTER 3 

Input of TESEO code 
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Input of TESEO code 

The input of the code consists of 80-columns cards each containing a 
command to be executed by the code. 

Each command consists of the name of the command in columns 1-8 (left 
justified), followed by a maximum of 6 integer parameters and 4 real parame
ters. The parameters must be separated by at least one blank space and can 
begin in each column. Column.» 72-80 are ignored. In the following the integer 
parameters are represented by alphanumeric symbols (in capital letters) 
beginning with: I,J,K,L,M,N. Other symbols represent real parameters. ( i.e. 
: II is an integer parameter, A l a real one ). 

Real parameters may be either in floating or exponential form. Valid 
parameters are, for example: 1. 0.0 l.E-5 16 .234E7 -12.13E-1 

Valid commands are: 
OPTION 1 1 1 100. 
OPTION 1 3 1 10E+6 
OPTION 2 5 11.0E-1 

All parameters are positional in the sense that the parameter n must be 
preceded by the parameter n-1 (to give the parameter n you have first to give 
the n-1 preceeding parameters). When a parameter is not given, a default 
value is assumed; the same usually happens when a zero value is given for a 
parameter. 

After the execution of a command the code prompts for a new one; when 
a command is not recognized by the code a warning message is issued. 

The calculations to be done by each part of the code are specified by an 
input table. The input table consists of 80-colunms cards containing in the 
first 8 columns a material name, followed by eight integer parameters and 
three real parameters. 

An input table must always be supplied for the first part of the code, to 
specify the material names. If an input table is not supplied for the second 
part of the code all the data specified in the index of the first intermediate 
files are processed by TESEO to produce second intermediate files. In the 
same way, when no input table is given to the third part of the code, all the 
data in the second intermediate file are processed. 

The calculation options are supplied to the code through the OPTION 
command. If no OPTION command is supplied for a specified option, the 
default value is assumed. Default values are defined in subroutine TABNIZ. 
The user can modify the default values by changing this routine. 
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Main C o m m a n d s 

In the following the accepted commands are listed. GELIB routine reads 
the commands; the user can add new commands by modifying this routine. 

command: parameters meaning 

STOP - the TESEO run ends 

FINE - the TESEO run ends (same as STOP) 

END - the TESEO run ends (same as STOP) 

TABLIN N the code reads the input table for the part N; 

N must be 1,2, or 3 for the first, 
second or third part of the code. 
The input table must follow this command. 

OPTION 101,102,103 AC The option OPTION(IGl,IC2,IC3) is set 
equal to the real number AG 

TITLE - The following input card is a title card 

which will be printed on output. 
The first character of the title card is used 
as a cai ri age control character; 
for example, the title "1NEW PAGE " 
prints " NEW PAGE" on a new page 

IC1 The MG'2 - II file MCC2F2 will be produced on unit IC 

The first part of the code is executed. 

An input table for the first part of TESEO 

must be given before this command 

PART2 101,102 The second part of the code is executed; 

IG1 is a. scratch file number (default 1) 

IG2 is the number of the file on which 

the index of the first intermediate 

files is written ( default : 2 ) 

PART3 101, 102,103 The third part of the code is executed. 
J01 is the number of the file on which the index of 
second intermediate files is written ( default : 3 ); 
102 is the first position in 1NDX1 matrix to be used; 

MCG2F2 

PI 
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PART4 

MERGE 

GO 

IC3 is the number of index in file ICl to be read; 
101 and 103 should be set 0; 

A set of AIC2 — II library files is read from 
units 41,43,44,45,46,47,48, and rewritten in the form of 
second intermediate files to be read by a PART2 run. 
The index of the produced data is on unit 4 

101,102,103, Merge data from different runs of TESEO 
104,105,106, PART2 or PART4 to produce a MC2 - II library; 

A0 101-106 are the the numbers of the index files of the 
different data. AC' is the number of the first position 
in the INDX matrix to be used ( it should be 0.0 ). 
If no integer parameters are supplied, the code reads 
from units 3 and 4. 

A whole run of TESEO code is performed; the first,the second 
and the third part of the code are run in sequence, using 
default values for unit numbers. An input table for the 
first part of the code must be supplied before 
issuing this command. No input table for the second and 
third part must be given. 

Input Table for the First Part of the Code 

The input table for the first part of the code must contain cards in the 
following format: 

columns: 1-8 material name ( "FINE" for the last card) 

integer parameter: 1 Number of input file for the material. Default: 8 

Format of ENDF-B tape ( FNDF-B parameter: MODE ) 
default: 3 - BOD tape ordered by materials 

Number of output file. 
Default :21-25 for ENDF-B files 1-5 respectively 

MAT : ENDF-B identifier for material 

integer parameter: 2 

integer parameter: 3 

integer parameter: 4 

integer parameter: 5 MF : ENDF-B identifier for file. 
Iff) all ENDF-B files are processed 
if -n , all files but n are processed 
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integer parameter: 6 

integer parameter: 7 

integer parameter: 8 

integer parameter: 9 

integer parameter: 10 

real parameter: 1 

real parameter: 2 

real parameter: 3 

MT : ENDF-B reaction identifier. 

If 0 all reaction are processed 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Temperature 

More than one card can be used for a single isotope. At least one card 
must be supplied for each isotope. The use of many output files can greatly 
reduce the elapsed time. The best choice should be a different file for each 
material. 

The last card of the table must contain the word "FINE" in columns 1:4. 

Input Table for the Second P a r t of t h e Code 

The input table for the second part of the code must contain cards in the 

following format: 

columns: 1-8 material name ( "FINE" for the last card) 
If columns 1-8 are blank all the materials must be processed. Default values 
apply to those materials for which an input card is not given. 

integer parameter: 1 Number of output file for the material. 
Default : 31-38 for data for MCC2F1-F8 files respectively 

integer parameter: 2 Number of MC2 — II file for which data are to be generated: 

1 for MCC2F1, 3 for MCC2F3 etc. 

If 0 these cards apply to all the files; 

if-n to all files but n. 

integer parameter: 3 For MG02F5 file (parameter 2 = 5 ):unresolved resonance flag; 
> I) : unresolved resonances are added to the smooth data; 
< 0 : only resonance out of resonance energy range and 

potential scattering are added to the smooth data; 
= 0 : resonance are added to the smooth data for materials 
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integer parameter: 3 

integer parameter: 3 

integer parameter: 4 

integer parameter: 5 

integer parameter: 6 

integer parameter: 7 

integer parameter: 7 

integer parameter: 7 

with mass number less than the mass option; 
for material with mass greater than the mass option 
only resonance out of energy range and potential 
scattering are added to the smooth data 

< - 5 : no resonance and no potential scattering are added 

For MGC2F3 file (parameter 2 = 3 ) : 
< = 0 : unresolved resonances added to MCC2F3 file if 

the material is heavier than the mass option. 
= 1 : unresolved resonance added to MCC2F3 file 

For MCC2F4 file (parameter 2 = 4 ) : 
< = 0 : resolved resonances added to MCC2F3 file if 

the material is heavier than the mass option. 
= 1 : resolved resonance added to.MCC'2F3 file 

For MCC2F5 file (parameter 2 = 5): Resolved resonance flag; 
same as parameter 3 but 
referred to Resolved resonances 

Smooth cross section flag. 
< 0: no smooth cross sections are generated from ENDF-B file 3 

Used for MCC2F5 data (parameter 2 =5 ): v flag 
< 0 : no v value is included in MCC2F5 file 
> 0 : this parameter is the unit number on which data are 

written for v expressed as tabulated data; 
default: 37 

Used for MCC2F5 data (parameter 2 =5 ): Doppler flag 
< 0 : no Doppler broadening is applied to resonance cross sections 
( the 4',X method is not used ) 

Used for MCC2F3 data (parameter 2 =3 ): 
< —5 : Unresolved resonance parameters are not 
included in the MCC2F3 file. 

Used for MCC2F4 data (parameter 2 =4 ): 
< - 5 : Resolved resonance parameters are not 
included in the MCC2F4 file 

integer parameter: 8 Used for MCC2F7 data (parameter 2 =7 ): \ flag 
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> 1 x values are averaged over the specified energy range 

Unused 

Unused 

For MCC2F7 data (parameter 2 =7 ): \ top energy 
upper limit for the energy range over which 
X values are averaged 

For MCC2F1 data (parameter 2 =1 ): ap 

potential scattering value for MCC2F1 file 

For MCC2F7 data (parameter 2 =7 ): x bottom energy 
lower limit for the energy range over which 
X values are averaged 
For MCC2F1 data (parameter 2 =1 ): Ecatt 

Energy per capture, value for MCC2F1 file 
For MCC2F5 data (parameter 2 =5 ): SIGKB 
potential scattering for unresolved resonance calculation 
to be added to smooth data. 
Default: l.E+5 : infinite dilution 

For MCC2F1 data (parameter 2 =1 ): Efist 

energy per fission, value for MCC2F1 file 

For MCC2F5 data (parameter 2 =5 ): T 
temperature for Doppler broadening; 
if T > 0 this value overrides the value specified in 
OI>TION(2,5,8) for the specified material 

The last card of the table must contain the word "FINE" in columns 1:4. 

integer parameter: 9 

integer parameter: 10 

real parameter: 1 

real parameter: 1 

real parameter: 2 

i al parameter: 2 

real parameter: 2 

real parameter: 3 

real parameter: 3 
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Input Table for the Third Part of the Code 
The input table for the third part of the code must contain cards in the 

following format: 

columns: 1-8 material name ( "FINE" for the last card) 
If columns 1-8 are blank, all the materials must be processed. Default values 
apply to those materials for which an input card is not given. 

integer parameter: 1 

integer pararne „er: 2 

integer parameter: 3 

integer parameter: '1 

integer parameter: 5 

Number of MC2 — II file to be generated . 

L for MCC2F1, 3 for MCC2F3 etc. 
=0 : all A/6'2 - / / files are generated 
= -n : all files but n are generated 

For MCC2F5 file (parameter 1 = 5 ) : flag for data type 
( 0 for files other than MCC2F5 ) 
This parameter can be used to insert only some data in 
MCC2F5 file, otherwise 0 

= 1 : smooth cross section included in MCC2F5 
= 2 : unresolved resonance cross sections included 
= 3 : resolved resonance cross sections included 
— 4 : background of Adler-Adler formulae included 
= 5 : v data included 

For MC02F5 file (parameter 1 = 5 ) : flag for reaction 

( 0 for files other than MCC2F5 ) 

This parameter can be used to insert only some data in 

MCC2F5 file, otherwise 0 

= 1 : insert elastic cross section 

= 2 : insert inelastic cross section 

= 3 : insert fission cross section 

= 4 : insert n , 7 cross section 

= 5 : insert n,p cross section 

= fi : insert n,d cross section 

= 7 : insert n, 113 cross section 

= 8 : insert n,He3 cross section 

= !) : insert 7), a cross section 

Must be 0 (auxiliary flag lor reactions) 

Unused 
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integer parameter: 

integer parameter: 

integer parameter: 

integer parameter: 

integer parameter: 

real parameter: 1 

real parameter: 2 

real parameter: 3 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

Unused 

The second and third parameters are used only in special situations 
(for example if the user wishes to generate output for graphic routines for 
specified reactions). Usually these parameters are set equal to zero. 

The last card of the table must contain the word "FINE" in columns 1:4. 
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T E S E O opt ions 

The calculation options for the code are defined in subroutine TABNIZ 
and contained in the /OPZIO/ labelled common. The user can change these 
options at run time by issuing the OPTION command. The calculation 
options are listed in the following table. 

In this table the column "option numbers" contain three indexes which 
specify the element of the /OPZIO/ common which contains the option 
parameter. The defaul values apply when no value is given to the code for the 
option. The part of the code in which the option is used is also specified. 

Option numbers Default value Routine Meaning 

1,5,2 0.01 P1F5 required precision in transforming a 
fission spectrum secondary energy 
distribution into tabulated data 

2,1,5 0. P2MCF5 Required precision in Doppler broadening of 

tabulated cross sections ( per cent ). 
If < - 0. no Doppler broadening 
is performed for tabulated data 

P2MCF5 Unused * 

P2MCF5 Unused * 

P2MCF5 weight function flag for resolved resonance 

multigroup cross section computation 

> 1 : 1/E weight 

< = 1 : constant weight 

2,1,10 1. P2MCF5 Unused ** 

2,3,2 15. P2MCF3 number of energy points at which unresolved 
cross sections are computed for energy 
independent resonance widths 

2,3,8 0. P2MCF5 Number of accounted overlapping resonances 

in unresol' ?d resonance computation 

2,1,6 

2,1,7 

2,1,8 

0 

0 

2 

* reserved for Doppler broadening of resonance data 
** Interpolation code for multigroup resolved resonance computation; linear 

interpolation is used. 
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2,3,9 1. 

2,3,10 

2,4,2 

2,4,3 

2,4,5 

2,4,6 

-3. 

10000. 

2,5,2 

2,5,3 

2,5,4 

2,5,5 

1.4190675E+7 

1/120. 

2082. 

100. 

P2MCF5 Interpolation law assumed 
between computed values 
for unresolved resonances 
ultrafine group computation. 

<— 2 : linear behaviour 
= 3 :<r - In E 
> 3 : l n a - l n £ 

P2MCF5 weight function flag for unresolved resonance 
multigroup cross section computation 

> 1 : \/E weight 
<— 1 : constant weight 

P2MCF4 > 0 : resonance out of resonance 
energy range included in 

resonance parameter files MGC2F3,MCC2F4 

P2MCF4 > 0 :neutron width includes T competitive 
> 1 : total width includes T competitive 

P2MCF5 < 0 : no convergence improvement in 
resolved resonance calculation 

P2MOF5 Used in the multigroup resolved resonance 
calculation , for BWML formalism. 
I f 0 P Z ( 2 , 4 , 6 ) . ( r . + IV) < ( £ , - & ) 
then in computating the interference 
term for the resonance "r",a resonance "s" 
is not included 

Top energy of MC2 — II produced library 

Lethargy interval for group structure 
of produced library 

Number of ultrafine groups 

P2MCF5 Mass limit for light materials. 
Resonance contributions are not added to 
the smooth cross sections if their mass is 
less than this number 

2,5,7 10.E+6 P2MCF5 In mttltigroup resolved resonance calculations 
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a resolved resonance is not accounted for 
at an energy distance greater than 
OPZ(2 ,5 ,7 ) - r n 

2.5.8 300. P2MCF5 Temperature for broadening of 
resolved resonance cross section 
If this is zero, then 300.°K is assumed 

2.5.9 0.01 P2MCF5 Precision in computing linear interpolate 
cross section when ultrafine group resolved 
resonance calculation is performed 

2,6,3 0. P2MCF6 In P2MCF6 file secondary neutron 
energy distributions are not included 
if the inelastic or n,2n cross 
section is less than this value 

2.7.2 10. P2MCP7 This value must be > 0 * 

2.7.3 1000. P2MCF7 Lower energy limit (eV) for the energy range 
over which \ is averaged 

2.7.4 6000000. P2MCF7 Upper energy limit (eV) for the energy range 
over which \ is averaged 

IfOPZ(2,7,3)=0. and OPZ(2,7,4)=0. 
then \ is averaged over all the MO2 — / / 
library energy range 

2.8.2 126. P2MCF8 MG2 - / / parameter MANY1: 
number of data for each block 
in MCC2F8 file 

2.8.3 20. P2MCF8 Maximum number of Legendre coefficients 
computed by TESEO for elastic cross sections 
when they are given in ENDF-B 
as tabulated data 

2.8.4 1. P2MCF8 Percentual precision required in Legendre 
polynomial computation from tabulated data 

3,5,2 0. P3MCF5 If ? 0.0 the total 

* if < 0 then an energy dependent \ is produced instead of an average 
value. This form is not accepted by MG2 - II 
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3,5,9 

3,8,2 

cross section is not computed 

P3MOF5 Number of the unit on which 
imiltigroup data are written 
for a graphic routine ; if < = 0 
the output for graphics is not produced 

P3MCF8 Number of Legendre coefficients 
for computation of the 
tabulated data in MGC2F8 file 

Print Options 

The following calculation options define the printed output of TESEO 
code. By default, all these options are 0.0 and a minimum printed output is 
produced. 

Opti on numbers 

2,2,1 

2,3,1 

2,4,1 

2,5,1 

2,6,1 

Routine Printed data 

P2 >= 1000.: W-function table 

P2MCF3,OALCR3 > = 10.: produced unresolved resonance parameters 
> = 20.: ENDF-B unresolved resonance parameters 

BW.P2MOF4 > = 10.: resolved resonance parameters 

SMOOT.P2MCF5 > 101.: ultrafine group cross section 

UNRES > 10.: unresolved resonance cross section 

at only a few energy points 

INTUN > 100.: ultrafine group unresolved resonance 

cross sections 

RES > = 150.: resolved resonance parameters 

> 105.: ultrafine group resonance cross sections 

> 1000.: pointlike resonance cross sections 

P2F()RB,P2MC:F6 > 100.: MC2 - II flags for inelastic and n,2n 

secondary energy distribution data 

> 101 : first record of MOC2F6 file 

> 103.: third record of MCC2F6 file 

> 104.: fourth record of MCC2F6 file 
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2,7,1 

2,8,1 

3,3,1 

P2MCF7 

P2MGF8 

P3MOF3 

3,4,1 

3,5,1 

3,6,1 

3,7,1 

3,8,1 

4,6,1 

4,8,1 

P3MCF4 

P3MCF5 

P3MCF6 

P3MCF7 

P3MCF8 

P4MCF6 

P4MCF8 

> = 50.: produced \ values 

> 1000.: elastic scattering data 

> 1001.: record 2 of MGG2F3 file 
> 1003.: record 3 of MCC2F3 file 

> 1001.: record 2 of MGG2F4 file 
> 1003.: record 3 of MGC2F4 file 
> 1010.: resolved resonance parameters 

> 101.: number of reactions in MCC2F5 file 
> 110.: ultrafine group cross sections 
in MCC2F5 file 

> 100.: record 1 of MCC2F6 file 
> 102.: record 2 of MCC2F6 file 
> 103.: all records of MCC2F6 file 

> 101.: source flags 
> 110.: x values 
> 120.: v tabulated flags 
> 130.: v tabulated values 

> 10.: record 1 of MCC2F8 file 
> 100.: material names of MCC2F8 file 
> 1000.: tabulated data of MCC2F8 file 
> 1020.: Legendre polynomial coefficients of MCC2F8 

> 10.: material names in input MCC2F6 file 
> 100.: record 1 in input MCC2F6 file 
> 101.: record 2 in input MCC2F6 file 
> 200.: record 3 in input MCC2F6 file 
> 300.: record 4 in input MCC2F6 file 

> 100.: parameters in input MCC2F8 file 
> = 200.: tabulated data in input MGG2F8 file 
> 300.: Legendre polynomial coefficient in 
input MCC2F8 file 
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Auxiliary commands 

The following commands have been inserted for testing purposes in the 
code. They are listed here, although their use is not reccomended. These 
commands make use of internal parameters of the code. 

meaning 

prints the values in COMMON /FILES/ 
( file descriptors ) 

Print an input table 

The file number ICl is rewound 

The second part of the cede is executed 

The third part of the cods is executed 

The fourth part of the code is executed 

Skip data on ENDF-B tape 

Read an index of intermediate files 

Save an index of intermediate files 

on a temporary file 

Edits the index of the intermediate files 

define a file specification 

The command FILES fills the COMMON /FILES/ with input data. 
The file number NTO is assigned to the logical number NTl, (corresponding 
to the Fortran number of the DD statement). 
NT2 is not used. 

NT3 is the first available record and NT4 is the actual position in the file. 
NT3 and NT4 are parameters used by some parts of the code to speed the ac
cess to the data on the file. The user should not change them. This command 
can be used to change the number of a file at run time. For example, if you 
have: 
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT12F001 DD DUMMY 
then : 
FILE 6 12 0 0 0 

command: 

FILESHOW 

INPUTSHO 

REW 

P2 

P3 

P4 

SKIPE 

LOADIND 

SAVIND 

MIXIND 

FILE 

parameters 

-

IP1.IP2 

ICl 

-

-

IC1.IC2.1C3 

ICS1.ICS2.ICS3 

ICL1,ICL2,ICL3,ICL4 

1S1.IS2 

ICMl 

NTO, NT1.NT2.NT3.NT4 
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suppress the printed output until the code reads the following command: 
FILE 6 6 0 0 0 

which makes the printed output to be produced again. 

P2 and P3 commands can be used only for a few material run. All the 
index records are stored in COMMON /1NDX/ and /INDX1/ by these 
commands. When a large number of materials is processed PART2 and 
PART3 command must be used instead. 

For the parameters of the P4 command: 
IC1 is the number of the A/C'2 - / / library file to be processed. IC1=1, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 for file MCC2F1, MCC2F3 ... MCC2F8. If IC1=0 all MC2 -
II library files are processed. If IC1=-1, -3, -4 ..., -8; all files except 
MCC2F1, MCC2F3, ... are processed. The first file to be processed must be 
file MCC2F1. 

IC2 is the input file number ( default values: 41 for MCC2F1, 43 for MCC2F3 
etc. ) 
IC3 is the output file number (the number of the second intermediate file 
which will contain the processed data). The default for IC3 is 65 for MCC2F5, 
66 for MCC2F6, 68 for MC02F8. The data for the other A/C'2 - / / library 
files are not altered by TESEO and , no output file is needed for them. 

The first parameter of INPUTSHO is 1 if the index of the first intermedi
ate file is to be displayed, 2 for the index of the second intermediate files. 

The second parameter is the unit number to which data are to be printed. 
For example : 
INPUTSHO 1 6 

prints the index of first intermediate files on unit 6 

The parameters of SKIPE are the unit number of the ENDF-B file, 
the MF and the MT ENDF-B parameters of a record to be found. Records 
are skipped on the ENDF-B file until a record with the required values for 
MF.MT is found. 

The first parameter of SAVIND is 1 for the index of the first intermediate 
file, 2 for the index of the second one. The second parameter is the number 
of the file on which the data will be stored ( the default is 2 if IS1 = 1, 3 if 
IS2=2). 

• 
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When the command MIX1ND is given to the code an edit of the index 
of intermediate files is done. This editing can allow complex mixing of data, 
!̂ ut detailed knowledge of the TESEO code is required. This editor accepts 
commands in the form of an integer number followed by integer or real 
parameters: 

number parameters meaning 

0 The edit ends 

1 Il.I2.NT The index records from II to 12 are printed on unit NT 

2 NTl.11,12 The code reads the index; 

NT1 is the unit from which the index is read 
II is the first position in INDX or INDXl common in which 

data are stored 
12 is the number of the index on NT1 file 

Write index on file NTO ( NTO is not rewound) 

The index records from II to 12 are deleted 
( II and 12 included ). 

Delete all index records which, in Kl position, have 
a value: E\ < = AINDX(Kl,.) < = E2 

The value Al in position Kl is changed to A2 
for all index records between Nl and N2 ( Nl and N2 included), 

( If AINDX(Kl.i)=Al then AINDX(K1 j)=A2 is set 
for each index record j from Nl to N2) 

The index is ordered for decreasing values in position Kl 

The index is ordered for increasing values in position K2 

For index records from Nl to N2 

the material name is changed; 
Kl is the position of the material name in the index record 

(The default for Kl is 35); 
when a name is changed 

the code prompts for the old and new names 

3 

4 

5 

6 

NTO 

11,12 

Kl, El, E2 

Kl ,N1,N2,A1,A2 

7 

8 

9 

Kl 

K2 

Kl ,N1,N2 

• 
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Error Messages 

During the run of the code, some tests are made to ensure data consis
tency. When a probable error is encountered a warning message is issued. 
These messages contain the name of the subroutine in which the error has 
been detected and a number specifying the position in the subroutine. This 
number is usually the number of a Fortran label near the error position. 
When the suffix "WR" or "WAR" is appended to the routine name the error 
is not severe and the message is to be intended only as a warning. 

Most errors are caused by under-dimensioning the blank common or the 
other commons of the code. Incorrect input causes errors. 

The run does not stop when an error is encountered, but the user must 
carefully cheek for error message because wrong data may be obtained from 
TESEO . 

In the following a list of the error messages is given. 

Error Meaning 

MAIN 0 Not enough space in blank common. 

GELI6 10 Not enough space in blank common. 

GELIB 516 Not enough space in blank common. 

GELIB 517 Not enough space in blank common to read the index 

PIO 

PI 100 

P1F1 452 

PIPI 458 

P1F2 151 

P1F2 49 

P1F2 50 

P1F2 71 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

ENDF-B SEND record not found in ENDF-B section 452 

ENDF-B SEND record not found in ENDF-B section 458 

ENDF-B parameter MT ^ 151 in file 2 

Unresolved resonance ENDF-B flags 
LFW and LRF inconsistent 

ENDF-B flag LRF incorrect 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 
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P1F2 700 

P1F2 70 

P1F2 10 

SRPOLLA 99 

P1F3 222 

P1F5 0 

P1F5 75 

P1F5 300 

P1F5 550 

P1F5 10 

SKIPS 0 

SKIPS 1 

SKIPS 500 

RDMIX 10 

RDMIX 501 

COMMR 100 

LOADIN 10 

LOADIN 501 

LOADI1 10 

Not enough space for POLLA code 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 
(FETCH routine error) 

No ENDF-B SEND record found 

Error in SR routine of POLLA code, 
(incorrect channel number ) 

No ENDF-B SEND record found 

ENDF-B LF parameter out of range 
( distribution law not accepted) 

Loss of precision in conversion of fission spectrum 
into tabulateli data 

Distribution law not recognized 

ENDF-B LF parameter out of range 
( distribution law not accepted) 
no ENDF-B send record found 

ENDF-B MODE parameter is wrong 

Internal parameter error 

End of file encountered on ENDF-B tape 

Incorrect request to read an input table 

Too many cards in the input table 
(COMMON /MIX/ too little) 
The input card is ignored 

Too many parameters in command card 

Index too great 
( COMMON /INDX/ or COMMON /INDXl/ too little ) 

End of file encountered in reading an index 

Index too great 
( COMMON /INDX/ or COMMON /INDXl/ too little ) 
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LOADI1 500 

LOADI1 501 

COMPIN 501 

SELR2 WAR 500 

P2 0 

P2 1 

P2 200 

P2 2 

P2MCF1 1 

P2MCP1 2 

P2MCF1 3 

P2MCF1 410 

P2MCF3 100 

CALCR3 0 

CALCR31 

CALCR3 10 

CALCR3 11 

CALCR3 200 

CALCR3 201 

CALCR3 60 

CALCR3 61 

End of file encountered in reading an index 

End of file encountered in reading an index 

Specified index range incorrect 

SELR2 routine selecting a null energy range 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Incorrect A/C2 — / / file number in input table 

Not enough space in blank common 

Material with too many isotopes (> 100) 

Not enough space in blank common 

Isotope number does not match 

Common /INDXl/ too little 

Not enough space in blank common 

Too many resonance energy ranges 

ENDF-B LRU parameter does not match 

ENDF-B L parameter 
(angular momentum state) does not match 

ENDF-B AWRI parameter (isotope mass ) 
does not match 

ENDF-B NE parameter (number of energy points ) 
does not match 

ENDF-B NLS parameter 
(number of angular momentum states) does not match 

ENDF-B NLS parameter (number of angular 
momentum states) doe.s not match 

ENDF-B AWRI parameter 
(isotope mass ) does not match 
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CALCR3 40 

P2MCF4 0 

P2MCF4 200 

P2MCF4 30 

P2MOF4 20 

P2MCF4 400 

P2MCF4 40 

BW30 

AA30 

A A 30 

P2MCF5 200 

P2MCF5 100 

SMOOT 0 

SMOOTH 150 

SMOOTH 610 

SMOOT 20 

INTUN 0 

INTUN 150 

INTUN 610 

INTUN 10 

RES 300 

RES WR 70 

RES WR 75 

RES 750 

COMMON /1NDX1/ too little 

Too many resonance energy ranges 

ENDF-B LRF parameter 
( resonance representation ) not accepted 

ENDF-B NLS parameter (number of angular momentum states) 
does not match 
Not enough space in blank common 

ENDF-B NLS parameter (number of angular momentum states) 
does not match 
Not enough space in blank common 

COMMON /INDX1/ too little 

COMMON /INDX1/ too little 

COMMON /INDXi/ too little 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

MAT.MF and MT ENDF-B identifiers do not match 

Not enough space in blank common 

Last group number less than first for the reaction 

COMMON /INDXI/ too little 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Last group number less than first for the reaction 

COMMON /INDXI/ too little 

The number of resonances does not match 

All resonances above the resonance energy range 

All resonances below the resonance energy range 

The first resonance is after the last one 
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RES 960 

RES 500 

RES 510 

RES 99 

RES 50 

RES 25 

LINSIG 0 

LINSIG 450 

LINS11 0 

LINSI1 450 

NIO 

N i l 

Nil 40 

Nil 110 

Nil 610 

P2MCF6 0 

P2MCF6IN 200 

P2MCF6 20 

P2MCF6 30 

P2MCF6 31 

P2F6RB 10 

P2MCF6RB 50 

P2F6RB 600 

P2F6RB 650 

Cì roups and resonance energy range do not match 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Last group number less than first for the reaction 

COMMON /INDX1/ too little 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

ENDF-B parameter : LNU incorrect 
(f representation ) 

ENDF-B parameter : NCOF incorrect 
(number of v coefficients ) 

Not enough space in blank common 

ENDF-B interpolation parameter not accepted 

COMMON /INDX1/ too little 

Not enough space in blank common 

Distribution law not accepted 

Lacking /( data for discrete levels 

Number of MCC2F6 blocks of data less than 1 

Not enough spaace in blank common 

No anelasi ic or n,2n data 

Not enough space in blank common 

Energy distribution not found 

COMMON /INDX1/ too little 
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P2F6SG 0 Reaction must be inelastic or n,2n 

P2F6LV 0 

P2F6LVIN 101 

P2F6LV 102 

P2F6LV 20 

P2F6LV 190 

P2F6LV 300 

P2F6EV 0 

P2F6EV 300 

P2F6TB 0 

P2F6TB 1 

P2F6TB 2 

P2F6TB 100 

P2F6TB 10 

P2F6TB 205 

P2F6TB 50 

P2MCF7 15 

P2MCF7 170 

P2MGF7 600 

P2MCF8 1 

P2MCF81N 300 

P2F8LG 0 

P2F8LG 1 

Not enough space in blank common 

Data representation not accepted 

Not enough space in blank common 

No tabulated points for /< data 

Not enough space in blank common 

Reaction different from inelastic or n,2n 
encountered in this routine 

Not enough space in blank common 

Reaction different from inelastic or n,2n 
encountered in this routine 

Reaction different from inelastic or n,2n 
encountered in this routine 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Linear tabulated data needed 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Too many tabulated data 

Not enough space in blank common 

Energy distribution law not accepted 

COMMON /INDX1/ too small 

Not enough space in blank common 

Energy distribution law not accepted 

Not enough space in blank common 

Incorrect data representation 
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P2F8LG 100 

P2F8LG 210 

P2F8LG 260 

P2F8LG 20 

P2F8LG 21 

P2F8LG 90 

P2F8LG 86 

P2F8LG 70 

TABPL 110 

TABPL 20 

SELRlWAR 500 

FILTB2 15 

EXAMO 

ORDSOG 300 

GRATTE 2 

GRATTE 3 

GRATPIN 900 

INTS1 10 

INTS1 150 

INTS2 10 

INTS2 150 

INTS2 800 

FTABLE 0 

P3 201 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Incorrect number of energy ranges 

Interpolation law not accepted 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

COMMON /INDX1/ too small 

Interpolation law not accepted 

Interpolation range incorrect 

All elements of a matrix have been suppressed 

Tabulation range incorrect 

Error in analysing a matrix 
( usually an index ) 

Ordering error 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Not enough space for SLAVE3 routines 

Interpolation code not accepted 

First energy group out of range 

Last energy group out of range 

First energy group out of range 

Last energy group out of range 

Interpolation code not accepted 

Not enough space in blank common 

Material not found in input table 
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P3 202 

P3 100 

P3 301 

P3 302 

P3 20 

ORDTAB 100 

P3MCF3 0 

P3MCF3 1 

P3MCF3 20 

P3MCF3 31 

P3MCF3 50 

P3MCF3 51 

P3MCF4 0 

P3MCF4 1 

P3MCF4 20 

P3MCF4 31 

P3MCF4 59 

P3MCF4 60 

P3MCF5 0 

P3MCF5 0 

P3F51 101 

P3F51 100 

P3F51 35 

P3F51 301 

P3F51 302 

P3MCF6 10 

Material not found in input table 

Reaction number incorrect 

Error in isotope table 

Error in isotope table 

Not enough space in blank common 

Error in ordering the material table 

Not enough space in blank common 

Number of isotopes incorrect 

Not enough space in blank common 

Number of isotopes incorrect 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Incorrect number of isotopes 

Material not found 

Isotope not found 

Wrong number of resonance parameters 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Error in isotope table 

Error in isotope table 

Incorrect number of isotopes 

Incorrect number of first group 

Incorrect number of last group 

Data not found 
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P3MCF6 11 

P3MCF7 20 

P3MCF8 9 

P3MCF8WR 10 

P3MCF8 11 

P3MCF8WR 105 

P3MCF8 210 

P3MCF8 211 

P3MCF81IN 200 

P3MCF1 100 

P4 100 

P4 0 

P4INIMPL 200 

P4MCF3 30 

P4MCF3 40 

P4MCF5 0 

P4MCF6 0 

SUMJ 900 

P4MCF8 0 

CNTRI 0 

CNTRI100 

UNRINT 230 

UNRINT 231 

UNRINT 232 

UNRINT 233 

UNRINT 235 

No material found 

Not enough space in blank common 

Incorrect number of data for each block 

The number of materials in MCC2F8 is different from 

the number in MCC2F1 

Not enough space in blank common 

Material without elastic scattering data 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Number of Legendre components above 

the maximum value ( 20 ) 

Material without MCC2F1 data 

Incorrect number of MC2 — II library file 

Not enough space in blank common 

File MCC2F2 is not accepted 

Not enough space in blank common 

Material not in MCC2F1 file 

Not enough space in blank common 

Not enough space in blank common 

Error found in MCC2F6 data analysis 

Not enough space in blank common 

Group data for different material do not match 

Group data for different material do not match 

Too many points in Porther-Thomas integration 

Too many points in Porther-Thomas integration 

Too many points in Gauss Hermite integration 

Too many points in Gauss-Hermite integration 

Too many points in Gauss-Hermite integration 
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The SLAVE3 routines make tests on handled data and issue error mes
sage if someting wrong is detected. 

The SLAVE3 routines are the following: 

TERPl : Interpolation between tabulated values X1.X2 - Y1.Y2 

TERP2 : interpolation routine for an array of given X points 

RREC : reads an ENDF-B record and stores it in RECS common 

WREC : writes an ENDF-B record stored in RECS common 

STORE : stores an ENDF-B record in DENS common 

GRATE : integration routine 

IPDS : obtains interpolation points from TABI ENDF-B record in DENS 
common 

ECSI : integration ever two tabulated points 

CROP : compresses TABI ENDF-B record 

The error message of SLAVE3 routines are listed below: 

Error Routine Meaning 

133 TERPl Interpolation code not in the range 1-5 

134 TERPl Logarithmic interpolation not possible for X < = 0 

135 TERPl Discontinuity Encountered 

130 TERP2 X values not in increasing order 

131 TERP2 Given interpolation points not in increasing order 

132 TERP2 Error in the interpolation table 

99 RREC Tape number (NT) not denned 

100 RREC Record type (JT) not in the range 1-6 

101 RREC Tape type (MODE) not in the range 1-3 

102 RREC Temperature ( T ) not in the range 

103 RREC Interpolation table too long or of zero length 

104 RREC List record too long or of zero length 
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105 RREC Tabulation too long or shorter than 2 

106 RREC Improper tempeiature dependence 

107 RREC ENDF-B parameters: MAT.MF.MT incorrect 

108 WREC Record type ( JT) not in the range 1-6 

109 WREC Tape type (MODE) not in the range 1-3 

300 STORE Record type ( JT) not in the range 1-6 

301 STORE record identification (MA) =0 

315 GRATE Incorrect interpolation table 

314 IPDS Incorrect interpolation table 

110 ECSI Interpolation code out of range 

312 CROP Incorrect TABI record 

313 CROP Interpolation table too large 

Errors 103-105 and 313 may be caused by too little space in blank com
mon for SLAVE3 routines 

For more information about these routines see / 6 / 
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Summary of ENDF/B formats 
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ENDF-B formats 

A short description of ENDF-B formats is given in the following. These 
formats are adopted for ENDF-B IV, JEF-I .ENDF-B V . A similar structure 
of the data will be used in ENDF-B VI and JEF II. Only some general fea
tures of ENDF-B formats are described here. For a more complete treatment 
of the ENDF-B format see ref. /6 / ; ref. / 5 / can also be useful. 

Three different groups of data are considered in ENDF-B formats, 
namely: records, sections, files. 

These data can be arranged in three ways, namely: 
binary tape arranged by materials;!MODE= 1), 
binary tape arranged by files ; (MODE= 2), 
BCD tape arranged by materials. (MODE= 3), 

In the arrangement by materials all the files of a material are grouped 
together before the files of other materials. In the arrangement by files all 
data of file 1 for all materials precede the data of file 2 which in turn preceede 
all the data of file 3 etc. 

The data are identified by a material number : MAT, a reaction number: 
MT and a file number :MF . File numbers of interest for TESEO code are: 
MF=1 : general data 
MF=2 : resonance data 
MF=3 : tabulated cross sections (data complementary to those of file MF=2) 
MF=4 : angular distribution data 
MF=5 : energy distribution data 

There are different kinds of records: 

CONT record : contains general specification numbers. 

The following FORTRAN statements reads a CONT record: 
READ(LIB) MAT,MF,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2 (for M0DE=1) 
READ(LIB) MF,MAT,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2 ( for M0DE=2) 
READ(LIB,100)C1 ,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2,MAT,MF,MT (for M0DE=3) 
100 F0RMAT(2E11.4,4111,14,12,13) 

Special CONT records are the following : 

HEAD record : beginning of section 
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SEND record : end of section (CONT with MT=0 ) 
FEND record : end of file (CONT with MF=0', MT=0 and also MAT=0 for 
MODE=2) 

MEND record : end of material (CONT with MAT=0, MT=0, and also 

MF=0forMODE=l,3) 
TEND record : end of tape (CONT with MAT= \ , or MF=-1 for MODE=2) 

LIST record : contains a list of data. 

The following FORTRAN statements read a LIST record: 

READ(LIB) MAT,MF,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2,(B(N),N=1=1,N1) (for 

MODE=l) 

READ(LIB) MF,MAT,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2,(B(N),N=1,N1) (for M0DE=2) 

READ(LIB)100)C1)C2)L1)L2,N1,N2>MAT,MF,MT (for MODE=3) 

100 FORMAT(2EH.4,4111,14,12,13) 

READ(LIB,200)(B(N),N=1,N1) 

200FORMAT(6E11.4) 

T A B I record : contains a .tabulation of data. 

The following FORTRAN statements read a TABI record: 
READ(LIB) MAT,MF,MT)(:i,C2,Ll,L2,Nl,N2, (for MODE=l) 
(NBT(M),JNT(M),M-1,N1)(X(N),Y(N),N=1,N2) 
READ(LIB) MF,MAT,MT,(.:i,C2,Ll,L2,Nl,N2, (for MODE=2) 
(NBT(M),JNT(M),M=1,N1)(X(N),Y(N),N=1,N2) 
READ(UB,100)C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2,MAT,MF,MT (for MODE=3) 
100 F0RMAT(2E11.4,4I11,14,I2,I3) 
READ(LIB,200)(NBT(M),JNT(M),M=1,N1) 
200 F0RMAT(6I11) 
READ(LIB,300)(X(N),Y(N),N=1,N2) 
200 FORMAT(6E11.4) 

X and Y are pairs of tabulated data . /E specifies an interpolation law 
to be applied between each pair of tabulated points: JNT(N) specifies the 
interpolation laws and NBT(N) specifies the set of tabulated points associ
ated which the interpolation law. NBT(N) is the number of the last tabulated 
point to which the interpolation law specified by JNT(N) applies. 

The interpolation laws are : * 
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JNT=1 : constant behaviour 
JNT=2 : Y linear in X 
JNT=3 : Y linear in In X 
JNT=4 : In Y linear in X 
JNT=5 : In Y linear in In X 

TAB2 record : contains interpolation specifications 

The following FORTRAN statements reads a TAB2 record: 
READ(LIB) MAT,MF,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2, (for M0DE=1) 
(NBT(M),JNT(M),M=l,Nl) 
READ(LIB) MF.MAT.MT.Cl,C2,L1,L2IN1,N2, (for M0DE=2) 
(NBT(M),JNT(M),M=1,N1) 
READ(LIB,100)Cl,C2,Ll,L2,Nl,N2,MAT,MF)Mr (for M0DE=3) 
100 FORMAT(2Ell 4,4111,14,12,13) 
READ(LIB,200)(NBT(M),JNT(M),M=1,N1) 
200 FORMAT(6I11) 

HOLL record : contains comments. Similar to a LIST record. 
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The following cards can be used to run the TESEO sample problem on an 
IBM computer, operating under MVS. 

//#BAZZ01A JOB (1J7R,IT05„25),'TESEO GALLI \CLASS=D,REGION=4096K, 
/ / T I M E = 4 , M S G C L A S S = A , M S G L E V E L = ( 1 , 1 ) , N O T I F Y = # B A Z Z 0 1 
II****** TESEO PROGRAM 
I/*****" JCL USED TO RUN THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
H****** AT ENEA CENTER-BOLOGNA, 
If****** ON IBM - 3090 , OPERATING UNDER MVS/SP1 
/ / • » » • • • 

//JOBCAT DD DSN=UTIBCATA,DISP=SHR 
/ / DD DSN=UTIBCATB,DISP=SHR 
/ / * • • • • » * * » • * • • • • • • • • » • • » • * • * • « • » • • • « » * • * * * * « • • * * • » * • « • * * * * • * « * » * 

If*********** THE MAIN PROGRAM CAN BE PLACED HERE TO CHANGE 
If********** ARRAY DIMENSIONS MORE EASILY 
I/********** IN THIS CASE THE FOLLOWING STEPS MUST BE INSERTED 
//•FORT EXEC 1>GM=FTQLAUGE, 
/ / • PARM=,NOXREF,NOMAP,SOURCE,NOLIST,OPT(3)' 
//•SYSPRINT L»D SYSOIIT=A 
//•SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=A 
//•SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(CYL,(l,l)), 
/ / * DCB=(BLKSIZE^3465,BUFNO=l) 
//•SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2)), 
/ / • DCB=(BLKSIZE-2048,BUFNO=1) 
//•SYSLIN DD DSN=fefcOBJ, 
/ / * UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(CYL,(3,l)), 
/ / • DCB=(LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=3120,BUFNO=1), 
/ / • DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//•SYSIN DD • 
H*c 
H*C 
H*C = = = = = = = = = = = MAIN OF TESEO CODE = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
H*c 
11*0 
/ / • C FIX DIMENSIONS FOR MAIN ARRAY: 
/ / • c 
/ / • COMMON MAXA,AD(400000) 
//•c 
H*Q, THE FOLLOWING COMMONS DEFINE THE SLAVE3 ARRAYS 
H*C 
II* COMMON/RECS/MAT,MF,MT,C1,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2,NBT(200), 
/ / • 1 JNT(200),NIX,N2X,NS,LX,LY,LB 
/ / • COMMON/DENS/JMT.JAT.JTT.JLT.LA.JNS.MNS.JX.MX 
/ / •C 
/ / •C FIX DIMENSIONS FOR MAIN ARRAY: (NUMBER OF WORDS IN AD ) 
/ / • MAD=400000 
/ / •c 
/ / •C SIZE FLAGS FOR SLAVE3 ARRAYS 
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/ / * N1X=200 
/ / * N2X=70000 
/ / • MX=100 
/ / • J X = 10000 
/ / • C 
/ / •C POINTERS FOR SLAVE3 ARRAYS 
/ / • LX=1 
/ / • LY=LX+N2X 
/ /* LB=LY+N2X 
//•c 
/ /* JMT=LB+N2X 
/ /* JAT=JMT+MX 
/ / • JTT=JAT*MX 
/ / • JLr=JTT»MX 
/ / • LA=JLT+MX 
/ / • MAXA=LA+JX 

//•c 
/ / • C TESTS IF THE SPACE IN BLANK COMMON IS SUFFICIENT 
/ / •C FOR THE SLAVE3 ARRAYS 
/ / • IF(MAXA.GT.MAD) STOP 1 
/ / • LAA=MAXA+1 
/ / • MA=MAD MAXA 
//*C MA IS THE REMAINING SPACE IN THE BLANK COMMON 
/ / •C 
/ /* CALL GELIB(MA,AD(LAA)) 
/ / • STOP 
/ / • END 
/ /* 
//*•*»*#*«*•*«*«••*••**•* LINK STEP ***************************** 
//•LINK EXEC PGM=1EWL, 
/ /* PARM=(NOLIST,NOXREF,LET),COND=(4,LT,FORT) 
//•SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//•SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS3.LIFORTQ,DISP=SHR 
/ / • DD DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,DISP=:SlIR 
/ / • DD DSN=SYS3.USERLIB,DISP=SIIR 
/ / • DD DSN=SYS3.CNENLIB,DISP=SHR 
/ / • DD DSN=SYS3.SSPI,IB,DISP=:SHR 
/ / • DD DSN=#BAZZOI.TESEO.LOAD,DISP=SHR 
//•SYSUT1 DD UNIT-SYSVIO,SPACE^(CYL,(2,l)), 
/ / • DCB=(BLKSIZE=1024,BUFNO=:1) 
//•SYSLMOD DD DSN=fc&LOAD(TESEO), 
/ / • UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,l,l)), 
/ /* DCB=(RECPM-U,BLKS1ZE-I3030,NCP=1), 
/ /* DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
/ / • LOAD MODULE OF TESEO CODE IS SUPPOSED TO BE 
/ / • IN THE FOLLOWING FILE 
//•LOADTES DD DSN--#BAZZ01.TESEO.LOAD,DISP=SHR 
//•SYSLIN DD DSN^fcfcOBJ,DISP^(OLD,DELETE) 
/ / * DD • 
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/ / * INCLUDE TESEO.LOAD(QOPT2) 
/ /** 
/ / • * • « » * * • • * • * • * • * » » * • • * * * • « * * * * • * • * * * 

/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

/ / • JCL TO COMPILE AND RUN THE TESEO PROGRAM 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = FORTRAN COMPILER 
//FORT EXEC PGM=FTQOVLY, 
/ / .'ARM^MAP.OPT^)' 
//SYSPRINT DD DUMMY 
//SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(CYL,(l,l)), 
/ / DCB=(BLKSlZE=3465,BUFNO=l) 
//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2)), 
/ / DCB=(BLKSIZE=2048,BUFNO=1) 
//SYSLIN DD DSN-fcfcLOADSET, 
/ / UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE^(CYL,(3,l)), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,BUFNO=1), 
/ / DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
/ / • TESEO FORTRAN SOURCE IN CATALOGED DATA SET: 
/ / • #BAZZOl.TESBO.FOHT(SOURCE) 
//SYSIN DD DSN=#BAZZ01.TESBO.FORT(SOURCE),DISP=SHR 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = LINK = = = = = = = = = 
//LKED EXEC PGM=IEWL, 
/ / PARM=(LIST,MAP,LFT),COND=(4,LT,FORT) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
/ / • FORTRAN LIBRARIES 
//SYSLIB DD I)SN^SYS3.LIFORTQ,DlSP=SHR 
/ / DD DSN=SYSI.FORTLIH,DISP=SHR 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,l)); 
/ / DCB=(BLKSIZE=J024,BUFNO=1) 
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=fc&GO(TEMPNAME), 
/ / UNIT=SYSVIO,SPACE^(CYL,(2,l,l)), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=6144,NCP=I), 
/ / DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
//SYSLIN DD DSN=l£&LOADSET(DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = RUN = = = = = = = = = = = 
//GO EXEC PGM=M,KED.SYSLMOD, 
/ / COND=((4,LT,FORT),(4,LT,LKED)) 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = INDEX FILES 
//FT01F001 DD UNIT-SYSI)A,SPACE=(TRK,(IO,IO)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE)I 

/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BI,KSIZE-6160) 
//FT02F001 DD UNIT-SYSDA,SPAOE=(TRK,(10,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BI-KSIZE=I>II>0) 
//FT03F001 DI) UNIT---SYSI>A,SPAGE=(TRK,(10,I0)),DISP=(NEW,DEI,ETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM-VBS,BIKSIZE=6I60) 
/ / * = = = = = = = = = INPUT OUTPUT = = = = === 
//FT05F001 DD * 
TITLE 
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1 TESEO SAMPLE PROBLEM 
TITLE 

ENDFB-IV DATA FOR C-12,B-10,U-235 
TABLIN 1 
C12 13 3 21 1274 
U235 13 3 22 1261 
BIO 13 3 23 1273 
FINE 
GO 
STOP 
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT11F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT12F001 DD DUMMY 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = ENDFB LIBRARY TO BE READ = = = = = = 
//PT13F0O1 DD DSN=#BAZZOI.TESEO.FORT(lNPUT),DISP=SHR 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = FIRST GROUP OF INTERMEDIATE FILES = = = = = = 
//FT21F001 DD UNIT^SYSDA.SPACE^TRK.OO.IO)), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT22F001 DDUNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)), 
/ / D C B = ( R E C F M ^ F B , L R E C : L = 8 0 , B L K S I Z E = 6 1 6 0 ) 
//FT23F0O1 DD UNIT-=SYSDAISPACE=(TRK,(10,10)), 
/ / DCB=(REC:FM=FB,LREC:L=80 ,BLKSIZE=6160) 

/ / • = = = = = = = = = SECOND GROUP OF INTERMEDIATE FILES = = = = = = 
//FT31F001 DD UNIT^SYSDA,SPACB=(TRK,(I0,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM = VBS,B1'KSIZE=6160) 
//FT33F001 DD UNIT^SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT34F001 DD UNJT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK1(10,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT35F001 DDUN1T=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DISP=(NBW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT36F001 DD UNIT-SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(REC:FM^VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT37F001DDUNIT^SYSDA,SPACE=(TRKI(10,10)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=-VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT38F001DDUN1T=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))IDISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM^VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
/ / • = = = = = = = = = = = = PRODUCED MC2-I1 LIBRARY = = = = = = = = = 
//PT51F001 DD DSN=#BAZZ01.MCC2F1,UNIT=SYSDA)DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKS1ZE=6160) 
//FT53F001 DD DSN=#BAZZ01.MCC2F3,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB^(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT54F001 DD DSN = #BAZZOI.MC:C2F4,UNIT=SYSDA,l)ISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRKI(5,5)),DC:B=(RECFM=VBS1BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT55F001 DD DSN=#BAZZ01.MCC:2F5,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BI'KSIZE=6160) 
//FT56F001 DD I)SN^#BAZZOI.MCC2F6,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB-.(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT57F001 DDl)SN=#BAZZOI.MCC2F7,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEWIKEEP), 
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/ / SPACE=(TRK,(5,5))(DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//FT58F001 DD DSN=#BAZZ01.MCC2F8,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
/ / SPACE=(TRK,(5,5)),DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=6160) 
/ / * = = = = = = = = = = = TEMPORARY FILES = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
//FT90F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//FT91F001 DD UN1T=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(REGFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRi;CL=3152) 
//FT92P001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2>1))IDISP=(NEW1DELETE)1 

/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//PT93F001DDlJNFr=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,l)),DISP=(NE\V,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//FT94P001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//PT95P001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL>(2,1)),DISP=(NEWIDELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=3156,LRECL±:3152) 
//FT96P001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,Bl,KSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//PT97F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM=VBS,B1.KSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
//FT98F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)),DISP=(NEW,DELETE), 
/ / DCB=(RECFM = VBS,BI'KSIZE=3156,LRECL=3152) 
/ / 
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The following TSO procedure can be used to run the TESEO sample 
problem in an interactive way. 

/ • TSO PROCEDURE TO RUN TESEO SAMPLE PROBLEM 
/* IN AN INTERACTIVE WAY 
/ • THE LOAD MODULE OF THE TESEO CODE IS SUPPOSED TO BE IN 
/ • A DATA SET NAMED: TESEO.LOAD(QOPT2) 
/* THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COMPILE AND LINK TESEO CODE 
/ • FORVSCL TESEO.FORT LOADS2T(TESEO.LOAD(VS)) 
/* FORTQCL TESEO.FORT LOADSET(TESEO.LOAD(QOPT2)) OPT(2) LARGE 
/* FORVSCL IS AN ENEA PROCEDURE TO COMPILE AND LINK 
/* BY FORTRAN VS IBM 
/ • FORTQCL IS AN ENEA PROCEDURE TO COMPILE AND LINK 
/* BY FORTRAN 1V-EXTENDED -ENHANCED COMPILER 
/ • THE SPACE TO BE ALLOCATED ON FILES DEPENDS 
/* ON THE NUMBER OF MATERIALS 

PROC 0 MEMBER(QOPT2) OUTPUT(*) LIBRARY(ENDFB1V.CU35B.DATA) NEW 
IF fcNEW .NE. NEW THEN SET NEW=SHR 
CONTROL PROMPT.LlST.MSG 
WRITE = = = = = = = = INDEX FILES = = = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FTOIFOOI) SPACE(IO.IO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) NEW.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FT02F001) SPACE( 10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) NEW.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FT03F001) SPACE( 10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) NEW.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) REUSE 
WRITE = = = = = = = = = INPUT OUTPUT = = = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FT05F001) DSN(*) SHR REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FT06F001) DSN(feOUTPUT) SHR REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FTllFOOl) DSN(*) SHR REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FT12F001) DUMMY REUSE 
/ • WRITE = = = = = = = = = = = = ENDFB LIBRARY TO BE READ = = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FT13F001) DSN(fcLIBRARY) SHR REUSE 
WRITE = = = = = = = = = FIRST GROUP OF INTERMEDIATE FILES = = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FT2IF001) SPACE(10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(F B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT22F001) SPACE( 10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(F B) LRECL(80) BI,KSIZE(0160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT23F00I) SPACE(IO.IO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(F B) LRECL(80) BI.KS1ZE(6160) 
WRITE = = = = = = = = = SECOND GROUP OF INTERMEDIATE PILES ====== 
ALLOCATE DD(FT31F00I) SPACE(10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6I60) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT33F00I) SPACE(10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(61<>0) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT34F00I) SPACE(IO.IO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.-f 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
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ALLOCATE DD(FT35F001) SPACE(IO.IO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 
RECFM(V B S) BI.KSIZE(6I60) 

ALLOCATE DD(FT3tìF001) SPACE(IO.IO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 
RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6I60) 

ALLOCATE DD(FT37F001) SPACE(iO.lO) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 
RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 

ALLOCATE DD(FT38F001) SPACE(10,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 
RECFM(V B S) BLK3IZE(6160) 

WRITE = = = = = = = = = = = = PRODUCED MC2-II LIBRARY = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FT51F001) DSN(MCC2F1) tNEW TR SPACE(l.l) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT52F001) DUMMY REUSE REUSE 
ALLOCATE DD(FT53F001) DSN(MCC2F3) tNEW TR SPACE(5,5) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(t*160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT54F001) DSN(MCC2F4) ItNEW TR SPACE(5,5) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6J60} 
ALLOCATE DD(FTS5F001) DSN(MCC2F5) tNEW TR SPACE(20,10) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT56F001) DSN(MCC2F6) &NEW TR SPACE(20,10) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) ELKSIZE(tfl60) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT57F001) DSN(MCC2F7) &NEW TR SPACE(l.l) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE((J160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT58F001) DSN(MCC2F8) &NEW TR SPACE(20,10) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(C160) 
WRITE = = = = = = = SCRATCH FILES FOR MCC2F6 ROUTINE = = = = = = 
ALLOCATE DD(FT90F001) SPACE(20,I0) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT91F001) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT92F00I) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BI,KSIZE(6I60) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT93F001) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT94F00I) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT95F00I) SPACE(20,10) TR U.NIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT96F001) SPACE(20t10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE((»160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT97F001) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
ALLOCATE DD(FT98F001) SPACE(20,10) TR UNIT(SYSDA) REUSE.+ 

RECFM(V B S) BLKSIZE(6160) 
WRITE = = = = = = = = CALL TESEO CODE = = = = = = = 
CALL TESEO.LOAD(tMEMBEL) 
/* INPUT TO BE GIVEN TO THE CODE: 
/•TITLE 
l*\ TESEO SAMPLE PROBLEM - 3 NUCLIDE LIBRARY GENERATION 
/•TABLIN 1 
/*B10 13 3 211273 
/•C12 13 3 22 1274 
/•U235 13 3 21) 1261 
/•FINE 
/•GO 
/•STOP 
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APPENDIX 3 

List of TESEO routines 
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ENEA - TIB - CLEMENTEL CENTER - VIA MAZZINI 2,BOLOGNA -ITALY 

T E S E O 

A CODE WHICH PROCESSES ENDFB OR JEF DATA TO OBTAIN -
- EIGTH BINARY LIBRARY FILES FOR THE MC2-2 CODE — 

AUTHOR : MARCELLO GALLI 
DATE : 13- 8 - 1987 

**************************************************************** 

INDEX OF ROUTINES OF TESEO CODE 

NAME FUNCTION STATEMENT 

MAIN 
GELIB 
TABNIZ 
FORCRN 
PI 
PlFl 
P1F2 
POLLA * 
POLLO * 
POLLI # 
SR # 
P1F3 
P1F4 
P1F5 
FISSI * 
RIEMP 
BIANC 
AREAL * 
NAREAL* 
NREST * 
REW 
POSL 
SKIPE 
SKIPS 
RECTPI 
NCONT * 
ERRORE 
ERR 
ERRP 
EMPIN 
RDMIX 
MIXSHO 
COMKR 
MIXIND 
LOADIN 
LOADI1 
COKPIN 
SAVI 
SCARIN 
ORDINA 
ORDINI 
ORDM 

FIX DIMENSIONS OF THE BLANK COMMON 
READS USER COMMAND, CALLS SUBROUTINES 
DEFINES COMPUTATION PARAMETERS 
FORCES ROUTINES TO REWIND FILES 
DRIVER FOR PART 1 OF THE CODE 
READS ENDFB FILE 1 
READSENDFB FILE 2 
CONVERTS REICH-MOORE TO ADLER-ADLER FORMAT 
ENTRY OF POLLA ROUTINE 
ENTRY OF POLLA ROUTINE 
PART OF POLLA CODE 
READS ENDFB FILE 3 
READS ENDFB FILE 4 
READS ENDFB FILE 5 
FISSION SPECTRUM FORMULA 
FILLS A MATRIX WITH A NUMBER 
FILLS A MATRIX WITH BLANKS 
USES AN INTEGER NUMBER AS A REAL ONE 
USES A REAL NUMBER AS AN INTEGER ONE 
TEST OF DIVISIBILITY 
REWIND A FILE 
POSITION A FILE AT THE FIRST AVAILABLE RECORD 
SKIPS ENDFB SECTIONS 
SKIPS ENDFB RECORDS 
READ TPID ENDFB RECORD (FIRST RECORD) 
READ CONT RECORD AND CONTROLS MAT,MF,MT 
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE FOR SLAVE3 ROUTINES 
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE 
PRINT ERROR PARAMETERS 
FILLS LINE OF INDEX MATRIX 
READS INPUT TABLE 
PRINTS INPUT TABLE 
READS A COMMAND IN FREE FORMAT 
EDITOR FOR INDEX OF INTERMEDIATE FILES 
READS INDEX 
READS INDEX 
REMOVES DATA FROM INDEX MATRIX 
WRITES INDEX MATRIX INTO A FILE 
WRITES INDEX MATRIX INTO A FILE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 

1 
1000 
6450 
7950 
8100 
9960 
11300 
16430 

18190 
18940 
20420 
21770 
23930 
24060 
24180 
24300 
24370 
24440 
24530 
24790 
24980 
25120 
25470 
25670 
25920 
26090 
26230 
26480 
27040 
28880 
29190 
3086a 
31920 
32410 
32650 
32870 
33040 
33210 
33450 
33690 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
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c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

*c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ORDHD ORDERING ROUTINE 34280 
SELR2 REMOVES DATA FROM A MATRIX 34880 
P2 DRIVER FOR FART 2 OF TESEO CODE 35090 
P2HCF1 COMPUTATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F1 OF MC2-II 37650 
P2HCF3 COMPUTATION FOR FILE NCC2F3 39230 
CALCR3 UNRESOLVED RESONANCE DATA 40630 
PRESS COMPRESS A MATRIX ( UNRESOLVED RESONANCE DATA) 43290 
P2MCF4 COMPUTATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F4 43560 
BW BREIT-WIGNER RESONANCE PARAMETERS 45440 
AA ADLER-ADLER RESONANCE PARAMETERS 47790 
P2MCF5 COMPUTATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F5 49050 
SMOOT SMOOTH CROSS SECTION COMPUTATION 52540 
UNRES UNRESOLVED RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS 54540 
INPUT READS DATA (UNRESOLVED RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS)56360 
INTUN ' UNRESOLVED RESONANCE CALCULATION 59140 
RES RESOLVED RESONANCE CALCULATION 60610 
SIGRR RESOLVED RESONANCE CROSS SECTION FORMULAE 65280 
GEDEP ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF RESONANCE PARAMETERS 67140 
FIL PHASE ANGLE 67540 
SCATP POTENTIAL SCATTERING 67680 
LINSIG LINEAR TABULATION FROM RESONANCE PARAMETERS 67860 
LINSI1 LINEARIZE ENDFB TABULATION 69840 
BROAD 9 DOPPLER BROADENING OF TABULATED CROSS SECTIONS 70930 
Nil NU CALCULATION 72660 
TERPET $ INTERPOLATION 74080 
TERP1T $ INTERPOLATION PARAMETERS 75360 
GNUFT $ POLYNOMIAL FIT 75680 
SMEQ $ POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 76430 
P2MCF6 COMPUTATION FOR FILE MCC2F6 76760 
P2F6RB REORDERS ENERGY DISTRIBUTION DATA 79960 
P2F6SG ANELASTIC AND N,2N MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTIONS 85640 
P2F6LV DISCRETE LEVELS FOR ANELASTIC AND N,2N 85900 
P2F6EV EVAPORATION SPECTRUM FOR ANEL. AND N,2N 87840 
P2F6TB TABULATED DATA FOR ANEL. AND N,2N DATA 88380 
P2MCF7 CALCULATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F7 91210 
P2HCF8 CALCULATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F8 93650 
P2F8LG CONTINUATION OF P2MCF8 ROUTINE 94940 
TABPL ELASTIC SCATTERING TABULATED DATA INTO LEG. POL.98650 
COEGEN LEGENDRE POLINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 100020 
FATT * FACTORIAL 100280 
PPLX * INTEGRAL OF LEGENDRE POLIN0MIAL*X 100380 
PL * LEGENDRE POLINOMIAL 100690 
PPL * INTEGRAL OF LEGENDRE POLINOMIAL 100940 
PPL4 * INTEGRAL OF LEGENDRE POLINOMIAL*EXP(.. 101210 
PXEA * INTEGRAL OF FUNCTION OF LEGENDRE POLINOMIAL 101420 
POST SET POSITION OF A FILE 101720 
NCERCl * LOOK FOR MATERILAL IN INPUT TABLE 101940 
CONTRI CONTROL OF MAT,MF,MT FLAGS 102350 
SELRl SELECTS RESONANCES 102630 
ENERG ULTRAFINE GROUP ENERGY BOUNDARIES 102840 
NORM NORMALIZES 103570 
NSUMG1 * TESTS A VECTOR 103140 
INFER * LOOKS FOR MINIMUM VALUE IN A VECTOR 103270 
MAXX * LOOKS FOR MAXIMUM VALUE IN A VECTOR 103400 
FILTB2 EXPANDS INTERPOLATION PARAMETERS 103510 
SOGLM FIND ENERGY THRESHOLD FOR MULTIGROUP DATA 103660 
SOGLM1 FIND THE RANGE OF MULTIGROUP DATA 103830 
SOGL FIND THRESHOLD 103990 
RIBA TURNS OVER A VECTOR 104160 
TRASF FILLS A VECTOR WITH ANOTHER VECTOR 104300 
TRASF1 FILLS A VECTOR 104420 
FNDMX * FIND MAXIMUM FOR A ROW IN A MATRIX 104540 
EXAM ANALYZE A VECTOR 104680 
LIMIT THRESHOLD FOR A VECTOR 104990 
CERCM FINDS A VALUE IN A VECTOR 105240 
ORDMIC ORDERING ROUTINE 105390 
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QRDFU1 
0RDPU3 
ORD 
ORDINO 
ORDSOG 
GRATTE 
INTEOG 
GRATP 
INTS1 
INTS2 
FTABLE $ 
FXPTBL $ 
EI $ 
ESCAPE $ 
ETABLE $ 
EXPFCT $ 
E3 $ 
KI3 $ 
P3 
ORUTAB 
P3HCF3 
P3NCF4 
P3HCFS 
P3F51 
P3MCF6 
READ6 
COMPAT 
P3HCF7 
P3HC7N 
P3HCF8 
P3HF81 
P3HCF1 
P4 
P4MCF1 
P4HCF3 
P4MCF4 
P4MCF5 
P4NCF6 
SUHJ 
P4MCF7 
P4NCF8 
NEXDI1 * 
CNTRI 
POSTI 
IDENT8 * 

ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
ORDERING ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE NCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE HCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE HCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS POR FILE MCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE MCC2F2 
CALCULATIONS FOR FILE HCC2F2 
DRIVER FOR PART 3 OF TESEO CODE 
ORDERS NUCLIDE TO BE PRODUCED 
PRODUCES FILE HCC2F3 
PRODUCES FILE HCC2F4 
PRODUCES FILE HCC2F5 
CONTINUATION OF P3HCF5 ROUTINE 
PRODUCES FILE MCC2F6 
READS DATA FOR P3HCF6 ROUTINE 
ASSEMBLING OF DATA FOR FILE MCC2F6 
PRODUCES FILE MCC2F7 
PRODUCES FILE MCC2F7 ( NU DATA ) 
PRODUCES FILE MCC2F8 
CONTINUATION OF P3NCF8 ROUTINE 
PRODUCES FILE MCC2F1 
DRIVER FOR PART 4 OF TESEO CODE 
READS MCC2F1 FILE 
READS MCC2F3 FILE 
READS MCC2F4 FILE 
READS MCC2F5 FILE 
READS MCC2F6 FILE 
COMPUTES POSITIONS OF MCC2F6 DATA 
READS MCC2F7 FILE 
READS MCC2F8 FILE 
FIND A VALUE IN A MATRIX 
TESTS ON INDEX MATRIX 
POSITIONS A FILE 
POSITION OF A DATUM IN A VECTOR 

BLOCK DATA $ FOR HCC2F8 DATA 
CLEB $ 
HODPAR $ 
LEGPOL $ 
MATRIX $ 
7HATRI $ 
THATRX $ 
TMATRY $ 
QUICKW $ 
WZERO $ 
WEABL $ 
H $ 
UNRINT + 
HATRIX1+ 
QUICKJ + 
WREC -
DYWREC -
DELETE -
DYDELE -
IPDS -
IPDSDY -

COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2F8 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2FS 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA POR MCC2F8 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2F8 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2F8 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2F8 
COMPUTES TABULATED DATA FOR MCC2F8 
CALCULATION OF DOPPLER FUNCTIONS 
CALCULATION OF DOPPLER FUNCTIONS 
CALCULATION OF DOPPLER FUNCTIONS 
CALCULATION OF DOPPLER FUNCTIONS 
UNRESOLVED RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS 
UNRL, :«VED RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS 
UNRESOLVED RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS 
WRITE ENDFB RECORD 
WRITE ENDFB RECORD 
CLEAR STORAGE 
CLEAR STORAGE 
«TERFOLATION ROUTINE 
* INTERPOLATION ROUTINE 

105460 
105820 
105990 
106160 
106470 
106740 
107230 
107700 
108210 
109750 
111490 
112910 
113450 
114080 
115630 
116550 
116940 
117360 
117730 
121740 
122290 
124890 
127320 
127800 
129740 
131680 
132150 
132320 
133330 
133810 
135760 
137040 
138330 
141450 
141800 
142730 
143660 
144600 
146720 
148920 
149700 
150700 
150900 
151240 
151450 
151700 
152170 
152650 
153330 
153660 
155250 
156670 

, 157920 
158870 
160350 
160820 
161500 
164010 
173430 
174860 
177910 
178000 
178820 
178930 
179520 
179620 
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c 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

LRIDS 
LRIDDY 
FETCH 
FETCHD 
TERPl 
RREC 
DYRREC 
CXFP 
PRCONT 
PRHOL 
PRLIST 
PRTABl 
PRTAB2 
PRTPID 
PUCONT 
FUBOL 
PULIST 
FUTABl 
PUTAB2 
PUTPID 
STORE 
DYSTOR 
TERP2 
DTERP2 
GRATE 
DGRATE 
ECSI 
CROP 
DYCROP 
GENTI 
DYGNTl 
FISS 

-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
-
— 
— 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
-
-

LOCATES RECORD IN STORAGE 
LOCATES RECORD IN STORAGE 
FETCH A RECORD FROM STORAGE 
FETCH A RECORD FROM STORAGE 
INTERPOLATION ROUTINE 
READS ENDFB RECORD 
READS ENDFB RECORD 
FORMATS RECORD FOR OUTPUT 
PRINT CONT ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT ROLL ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT LIST ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT TABI ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT TAB2 ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT TPID ENDFB RECORD 
PRINT CONT ENDFB RECORD (IN CARD FORM) 
PRINT BOLL ENDFB RECORD ( IN CARD FORM) 
PRINT LIST ENDFB RECORD ( IN CARD FORM ) 
PRINT TABI ENDFB RECORD ( IN CARD FORM) 
PRINT TAB2 ENDFB RECORD (IN CARD FORM) 
PRINT TPID ENDFB RECORD ( IN CARD FORM) 
STORE RECORD IN STORAGE 
STORE RECORD IN STORAGE 
INTERPOLATION ROUTINE 
INTERPOLATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
COMPRESS A'RECORD 
COMPRESS A RECORD 
GENERATES TABI DATA FROM A FUNCTION 
GENERATES TABI DATA FROM A FUNCTION 
FISSION SPECTRUM FORMULA 

* MEANS THAT THE ROUTINE IS A FUNCTION 
* 

§ 
$ 

+ 

-

180320 
180420 
180680 
180800 
181540 
182000 
182090 
183740 
184060 
184370 
184600 
185060 
185650 
186030 
186160 
186350 
186600 
187080 
187720 
188080 
188220 
188410 
189190 
189300 
189840 
189930 
190610 
191180 
191270 
192790 
192900 
194290 

ROUTINE FROM POLLA CODE ( ORNL-TM-2599 BY G.DE SAUSSURE 
AND R.B. PEREZ (1969) 

ROUTINE WRITTEN BY G. FICHI 
) 

ROUTINE FROM ETOE CODE (APDA-219 , ENDF-120 (1968) , 
BY D,M,GREEN AND T.A. PITTERLE) 

ROUTINE FROM MC2-II CODE ( ANL-8144 ,ENDF 239 (1976) 
BY H.HENRYSON II,B.J. TOPPEL AND 
C.G. STENBERG ) 

ROUTINE FROM SLAVE3 PROGRAM BY HONEK (ENDF-110 
BNL 50300 (1971) ) 

i 

SLAVE3 ROUTINES HAVE BEEN MODIFIED BY G. PANINI 
TO ALLOW DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF STORAGE 
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